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ABSTRACT

This report presents a review of vacuum system operating experiences from particle
accelerator,fusion experiment,space simulationchamber,andotherapplications. Safety relevant

• operatingexperiences and accident informationare discussed. Quantitative order-of-magnitude
estimates of vacuumsystem componentfailureratesandaccidentinitiatingevent frequenciesare

, presented for use in risk assessment, reliability,and availabilitystudies. Safety concerns with
vacuumsystems arediscussed,includingpersonnelsafety, foreignmaterialintrusion,and factors
relevant to vacuum systems being the primaryconfinementboundaryfor tritium and activated
dusts. This informationshould be useful to fusion system designersand safety analysts, such as
the team working on the Engineering Design Activities for the InternationalThermonuclear
ExperimentalReactor.



SUMMARY

This report is an overview of vacuum system operating experiences from particle
accelerators, existing fusion experiments, and other facilities that use high vacuum systems. This

" report is not a chronicle of all vacuum system problems, but rather a guide to the persistent
problems that are discussed in the literature. Table S-1 gives a qualitative list of these problems.
While vacuum systems have not been a majorcause of downtime at the major fusion experiments,

they are growing in importance because they are the primaryboundary for radioactive tritium fuel
and for the induced radioactivity in the fusion vacuum system (activated dusts). More regulatory
review of vacuum systems is expected as fusion systems grow more robust. This report, and
others like it, will help to either prove that meaningful data can be generated for fusion, or to
generate enough controversy over these values that will motivate equipment vendors and existing

experiment operators to develop more accurate data sets.

Accidents, both real and postulated, are discussed. Safety concerns with vacuum systems
are also briefly discussed. Then, vacuum system component failure rate estimates are made for a
variety of components. The failure rate values presented here apply to fusion experiments, either
because (a) the data originated from existing fusion experiments, (b) the data from non-fusion

experiments have been corrected to account for the more severe fusion environment, or (c) the data
for the component in question from non-fusion sources would not have any increase because of

• application in a fusion vacuum system. The component failure ra_e results are given in Table S-2.
The assumptions, definitions of component size, leak rate, etc., are given in Chapter 5.

The report concludes with some estimates of vacuum system initiating event frequencies.
These frequencies can be used as scoping values on future generation machines, such as the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor 0TER), because the frequency values ate from
either the Next European Torus (a machine almost as large as ITER) or the values were generated
for ITER itself. One area, the vacuum vessel wall failure frequency, must be further addressed.

The wall failure, or vessel breach, values presentedhere are judgment only.

This report is the third in a series of reports to harvest existing data for support of reliability
in design, reliability analysis, and risk assessment. The initial reports dealt with magnets and
cryogenic systems. This report can also support the magnet systems, since a vacuum will be used
for thermal insulation. Future work will also support the magnet work by examining electrical
power supply systems.

***
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Table S-1. Summaryof vacuumcomponentfaultscitedin the literature
llln lllId I

Valve internalsealleaks
Bellows leaks

Flangecrackingleaks
Personnelleavingforeign materialsinsidethevacuumvessel
Improperlytightenflanges

Valve positionsnotverified,¢:ausingdamageto system
Gasotherthan heliumbeing sappliedto heliumleakdetectors
Dust intrusioninto valve seatsandseals causesleaks
Window,electricalfeedthrough,weld, bellows,flange, and vacuumgauge leaks
Electricalfeedthroughsexperiencingelectricaldischargesinlow pressureair

Valve bonnetleaks
Inadvertentopeningof valve to atmosphere
Objectsin magnetfringefield impactingthe torusor shiftingpositionto shearvacuumlines
Diagnosticstearingbellows dueto misalignment
Diagnosticwindow cracks,bloating,or otherweaknessesthatallow air ingress

Waterinleakagefrommetallurgyfaults,badwelds
Intrusionof dustinto the vacuumsystem
Loss of tensionin flange bolts, leadingto airleaks
Brazefailureat ceramic to metalinterface,leadingto airleaks
Rotary feedthroughs leaking badly

ii
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Table S-2. Vacuum sysmm component failure ramestimates ......

Large turbopump
• ceramic bearingfails to operate 9E-06/hour error factor 3

metal _g fails to operate 1.3E-05/hour error factor 3
. casing leakage 5E-O3/year error factor 10

Mechanical roughing pump
high speed pump (vane, etc.) 1.SE-OS/hour error factor 1.2

fails to operate

casing leak 5E-03/year error factor 10

roots blower fails to operate 1.5E-05/hour error factor 1.2
roots blower casing leak 5E-06/hour (upper bound)

Cryosorption roughing pump
fails to operate Low failure rate; use availability of liquid

nitrogen supply, since zeolite can continue to
function indefinitely under good conditions

casing leak 5E-03/year error factor 10

"4

Large cryopump
fails to operate (plugged) 2E-06/hour error factor 10

leak cryogen into vacuum chamber 2E-O5/hour error factor 1.7

casing leak 7E-O6/year error factor 10

Small titanium sublimation pumF
fails to operate 9E-07/hour error factor 1.7
(premature filament open circuit)

feedthrough leak 7.4E-05/hour error factor 1.4

casing leak 3E-05/year error factor 10

Non-evaporable getter (Zr-A1)pump
fails to operate 9E-07/hour (upper bound)

casing leak 3E-05/year errorfactor 10
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.....rmm .. ..............mmm

Small ion pump
diode pump fails to operate 2E-05/hour errorfactor 3

casing leak 3E-05/year error factor 10

feedthrough leak 1.SE-04/hour error factor 1.4

Large ejector pump
all modes 7E-06/hour error factor 10

(air leak, working fluid leak,
and fail to operate [plugged])

Metal gasket flanges
160 to 215 mm diameter leakage 1E-03/year error factor 3

295 to 360 mm diameter leakage 6E-02/year error factor 3

1 m and larger diameter leakage 5E-01/year error factor 10

flange bolt 2E-08/hour error factor 10 .

Electrical feedthrough for diagnostics

leakage 5E-04/hour error factor 1.4 "

Metal bellows

leakage 8E-04/hour error factor 1.6

Bayard Alpert hot f'dament ionization gauge
all modes 6E-03/year error factor 2.2
(same value for failure to operate
and tubular gauge leakage)

Penning cold cathode ionization gauge
all modes 6E-03/year (upper bound)
(fail to operate, leakage)

Pirani gauge
fail to operate 3E-05/hour error factor 10

leakage 6E-03/year error factor 2.2 ,
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Ell innmm

.... ..... '
Rough vacuum gauges

fail to operate 1E-O4/hour errorfactor l0
_t

leakage 1E-O3/year error factor 3

Vacuum windows (quartzoptical viewports)
leakage 1.4E-06/discharge or

1.4E-06/hour errorfactor of 1.8

this value should be used for other windows (metal or ceramic) until future
data on windows becomes available.

Valves

fail to operate on demand 1E-O4/demand errorfactor 2

(fail to open or fail to close)

spurious open or close

motor operated 5E-08/hour errorfactor 10
- air opemt_xl 3E-06/hour error factor 10

solenoid operated 5E-07/hour error factor 10

" external air leakage 2E-07/hour error factor 10

internal leakage across the seat 3E-O6/hour error factor 30

Vacuum piping and ducts
piping leakage 1E-08/hour-m error factor 30

tank leakage 1E-08/hour error factor 30

(rupture values are a factor of 100 lower than the leakage estimates)

Vacuum vessel

wall breach 5.TE-05/year (for 25% availability)

Filters

electrostatic falter leakage 3E-07/hour error factor 10
electrostatic filter fail to operate 1E-05/hour error factor 10

.I

solid filter leakage 3E-07/hour error factor 10

solid filtrate 7E-06/hour error factor 10
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VACUUM SYSTEM OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW
FOR FUSION APPLICATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

This report contains a review of vacuum system operating experiences for use by fusion
, system designers and safety analysts. Representative types of events found in published operating

histories, safety concerns for vacuum systems and equipment, failure rates for vacuum
components, and system failure frequencies are discussed. Vacuum systems are necessary for
both inertial confmement and magnetic confinement approaches '_ofusion. Therefore, this report
should be of interest to a wide group of designers and safety personnel.

Vacuum systems have evolved greatly over the course of fusion research. In the 1950's
vacuum was typically maintained by hot oil diffusion pumps. Some of those pumps could be quite
large, perhaps 4 m tall by I m diameter for large vacuum complexes. Those pumps could achieve
good vacuum, but were reputed to have had difficulties with oil backstreaming into the vacuum
chamber if they were not operated properly. While diffusion pumps are simple, reliable, and can
be modified with baffles or traps to stop oil migration into systems, oil contamination is very
detrimental to maintaining a good vacuum in the system. With prudent operation, diffusion pumps
work well, but as vacuum technology progressed, ion, sublimation (getters), cryosorption, and

" then turbomolecular pumps began to be used for fusion systems since these types of pumps have
less contamination concerns. These pumps are generally regarded as cleaner, and can sometimes
generate higher vacuum than diffusion pumps. For this report, high vacuum is defined to be on
the order of 0.13 to 1.3E-05 Pa (1E-03 to 1E-07 Torr). Ultrahigh vacuum is defined to be less
than 1E-05 Pa (1E-07 Torr). However, the range of vacuum from atmospheric pressure to
ultrahigh vacuum is considered here wherever practical, since most systems must provide for
'roughing' from atmospheric pressure down to the range where the sophisticated molecular flow
pumps operate.

The discussion in this report is not intended to be a complete discussion on vacuum safety,
nor is it a chronicle of all significant vacuum system failures and vacuum component failure rates.
Resources are too limited for such a complete treatment. This work does give a representative

view of vacuum experiences from a safety viewpoint; it cites items to be conscious of during
design and gives best estimates of frequencies of failures for designers and safety analysts to use in
treating the new InternationalThermonuclear Experimental Reactor (1TER) fusion design or other
fusion designs. Providing representative vacuum accident events should help safety personnel
select initiating events for safety and risk work. Estimates of the frequencies of these events are
calculated and also quoted from the literature.

Some definitions are important for this report. The first is leak rate, typically given in
. throughput units, Tort-liters/second, or Pascal-m3/second. The leak rate is the quantity of gas (air)

in pressure-volume units flowing per unit time into the system of interest.l-I, 1-2 Once the
temperature and gas species are known, the throughput units can be converted to mass flow units,
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such as grams/s. Obviously, the lowerthe throughputleak rate, the betterfor the system, since
this is a lower mass of foreign material in the system, and pump energy must be expended to
remove mass from the system. Often, as happenswith other types of engineering systems, leaks
aredefined on the basis of the ability to measurethem. Forexample, ff an ion vacuumgauge is
used, then only leak ratesabovea small value (perhapsvalues on the orderof 10"10 Pa.m3/s) are
noted. The sizes of leaks, such as 'small'and 'large'will be set on the basis of the capacity of the
pumpsavailable to handle the gas loads,just as watersystem leak sizes aretypically set by the
abilityof the makeupsystems to replenishthe leakagewater. Generally,for fusion experiments
1E-05 Pa-m3/s throughputleaks arethoughtto be large leaks that requiresystem shutdownand
leakdetection.

Two types of nomenclatureforleaks aregenerallyused when discussing vacuum systems:
virtual and real leaks. Virtual leaks arenot breaches of the vacuumsystem to the surrounding
environment,but rather are the diffusion or evolution of some material from within the vacuum
system. A virtualleakcould be airleakingfromits entrapmentwithina weld seam or out from the
threadsof a threadedconnection. A subsetof virtual leaks areforeign materials in the vacuum
system, such as water vaporfrom atmospherichumiditycoming off of the interior walls of the
vacuumsystem, oil evaporatingfrom fingerprintsor pumpoil contaminationwithin the system,
and outgassing from plastic, rubber(elastomer), ceramic seals, or from any number of other
foreign materials in the system. Virtual leaks can be as much a source of inconvenience and
frustrationas real leaks, butgenerallyonly good designpracticesand prudentmaterialchoices can
precludevirtualleaks. Real leaksarevacuumsystembreaches,howeversmall, to the surrounding
environment. Real leaksmight arisefrompoorseal contacton a flange, foreign materialona seal,
a flawedor brokenseal, loose flange bolts, a crackedweld (or brazeor solderjoint) or bellows, a
crackedwindow, etc. This distinctionis veryimportantbecauseit dictates the means to remedythe
leak problem. Virtualleakscanbe treatedby goodsystem design(nosmall 'pockets'in the system
that hold air for slow evolution, good weld design, etc.), in-vessel cleanliness practices
assiduously followed by constructionand maintenance personnel,and system bakeout at high
temperatures (perhaps 150 to 300°C) to rapidly (that is, in hours or a day rather than slow
evolution over weeks or months) drivewatervaporand other gases off the walls for captureby
vacuumpumps. Conversely, real leaks can be located with leak detectors and fixed by system
maintenance, such as component or seal replacement,by tightening flange bolts, or perhaps
placinga temporaryguardvacuum over the leak location. Theremainderof this report dealswith
real leaksrather than virtualleaks.

This report is structured to firstdiscuss vacuumsystem operatingexperiences fromexisting
fusion experiments, particleaccelerators,space simulationchambers, and any other large scale
uses of vacuumequipment(vacuummanufacturing,etc.). These experiencesareused to formlists
of historical-basisaccident initiating events. Then safety concerns are discussed, followed by
component failure rate estimates and finally, a chapteron postulatedinitiating events and their
frequencyestimates. .
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2. VACUUM SYSTEM OPERATING EXPERIENCES

2.1 Introduction

" Thischapterdiscussesvacuumsystemexperiencefor fusion facilities, particleaccelerators,
space simulation chambers, and other facilities that use large vacuum systems (larger than

, laboratorybench top scale equipment). These experienceshave all been found in the published
literatureor frominterviewingexperts. Eachof the facilitiesis charactedz_ as well aspossiblefor
their given level of publishedinformationand resourcesavailablefor reportpreparation. Citing
these parameters should help determine the similarity of these experiences to future fusion
facilities.

2.2 Fusion Facilities

Magnetic fusion facility experiences arediscussed first, since they are most similarto the
proposed InternationalThermonuclear ExperimentalReactor(ITER)and other next generation
experiments, such as the U.S. Tokamak Physics Experiment. Several of the large fusion
experiments have outlined their vacuumsystem experiences in variousreports, and in papersat
conferences and workshops. These experiencesarediscussedbelow, for each machine, together
withmachineparametersto assistthe readerin interpretingtheseexperiences.

Tokamsk Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). The TFTR experiment at the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratoryin New Jersey beganoperationin December,1982.2.1 This experimenthas
operatedfor over 10 years. The TFTRvessel andductsenclose about85.6 m3. TFIR maintains
a pressureof about7E-07 Pa by using 8 tur_)pumps,2 cryopumps,andcryopanels. The vacuum
system leak rateis about3E-06Pa-m3/s. The TFTRvacuumsystem is describedin reference2-2.
Initialoperatingexperience in the firsttwelve monthsuncoveredsome majoroperationalproblems.
Two of the 14 torus bellows had significant leaks from undeterminedcauses, all of the 41 high
vacuumvalves to the vacuumpumpingsystem had significant internal seal leaks and bellows
failures, and one of the 12.'/mm thickneckflangeshadsignificantleakingfromthroughcracking,
attributedto flawed material.2-2 These problemswereall correctedquickly,with a combinationof
componentreplacement, patching,and othersolutions. Now, the TFTRvacuumsystem is only a
small contributorto overall machine downtime. Magnets and computersystems are the major
contributorsto downtime.

Princeton has also been the source of several widely-repeatedstories of vacuum systems.
The two most weU-knownstories areabouta lunchleft insidea vacuumchamber,and researchers
findingan animal (a mouse,a rat,or a cat, dependingon where one has heardthe tale) inside the
vacuum chamber. In a conversationwith Dr. G. D. Martin,a PPPLresearcher, the origins of
these stories were uncovered.2-3 The lunchbag left in a machineis an apocryphalstory, likely

- precedingthe PrincetonLarge Toms experimentfrom the 1970's. Perhapsit didactuallyhappen
decades ago, when the machines were small and there were few procedures. The mouse story
occurredas partof the stelleratorproject in the mid-1950's. When a glass u-bendfitting on the
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stellarator had cracked, a new one was obtained from the storage room. The new glass fitting had
a small dead mouse in it The mouse was discardedand the glass u-bend was thoroughly cleaned,
then installed on the stellerator. The mouse was never inside the machine.

PPPL workers have inadvertently left tools, booties, a latex glove, and loose parts (screws,
etc.) inside the various fusion experiments. As the experiments grew large enough to allow

persons m enter, more items began to be left behind when the vacuum vessel was closed for pump
down. Also, the larger the vessel, the more difficult it is to survey for loose parts. Any metallic

parts can create problems when the magnetic field is energized. The Princeton Large Toms
suffered a rapid pressurization accident in September 1979 when a wrench, caught in the fringe
magnetic field, struck and broke a 0.3 m diameter window. PPPL has also learned several
practical vacuum lessons, which Dr. Martin sharedwith me. Always check to verify if a flange is
just being used as a dust cover; that is, do the flanges have proper gaskets in place and are the
flange bolts properly tightened7 Always verify the positions of valves m avoid pumping down
only the volume in the vacuum duct between the pump and its isolation valve. Always check to
verify that a helium gas bottle is connected to the helium leak detector, not an argon bottle (in the
US and some other countries, all inert gas botdes have the same fitting, so mixing different bottles

is possible). Also, Dr. Martin suggests that it takes on the order of several years to become truly
proficient at leak testing, and every time new people are brought into a project, some of the same
mistakes are repeated.2-3

TFTR researchers have also discussed the cleanliness of the TFrR vacuum vessel and

vacuum system. Over an operating campaign, several kilograms of dust can be created, and this
dust can get into vacuum valves and other components, causing a valve seat leakage problem. 2"4
This will probably continue to be a problem for futureexperiments, depending on fu'stwall design.
TFTR solutions m date are using gate valves equipped with rings to guard the seat areas and
providing passages for the material m settle out. The settling passages also tend to retain the dusts
during "up-to-air" (increasing vacuum system pressure to atmospheric pressure) events, which
helps to protect the machine. Remote maintenance for dust contaminated vacuum components has
also been considered for next generation devices. 2"5

Joint European Toms (JET). The JET experiment near Culham Laboratory in the United
Kingdom initially operated in June 1983. JET is about 200 m3 in volume, and keeps a base
pressure of about 1E-04 Pa by using 4 turbopumps. The overall vacuum system leak rate is about
1E-05 Pa-m3/s. The vacuum system is described in references 2-6 and 2-7. The double-walled
JET vessel is divided into octants, each having about 1 km of welding and having a design leak
rate of 1E-07 Pa-m3/s. When initially tested after construction, on average one leak per octant was
found, ranging from IE-06 to 1E-04 Pa-m3/s. These leaks were found and repaired.

Over its lifetime, JET has reported that leaks and other vacuum-related delays have caused
more than 10% of the operation time delay and 2.5% of the operation time loss. In a good .
discussion of vacuum problems at JET,2-8 most of the routine vacuum components were evaluated

for their performance and leak frequency distribution. Optical windows, electrical feedthroughs,
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bellows, flanges, valves, and vacuumgauges have all presentedsome level of leakage problem
over JET life. In general, :lETwelds were found to be more reliable (leaktight) than seals,
something also true for high pressurewater systems. Table 2-1 is a reproduction taken from
reference 2-8, showing the number of vacuum componenttypes and the percentage of those

- components that leaked in assemblyor in operation: The valves evaluatedin Table 2-1 include
those valves that seal portionsof the vacuumsystemfromotherportions(notjust between vacuum
andair). The leakagevalue of 70.2%includesleaks acrosstheseats of those valves, butmostof
those leaks donot hampermachineoperation. Laterin thischapter,Table 2-1 will be comparedto
a similartablefroma particleacceleratorfacility. TheJETexperimentrunswell; Table 2-1 simply
illustrateshow difficultit is to operatelarge,cleanvacuumsystems.

The JET discussion of vacuumproblems also contains cause and remedy information.
Flange leaks were mainly caused by damaged(scratches, dents) seals, uneven heating of the
flanges,reuse of seals, anddebrisintrusion.Valve leaksweremostoftencausedby debrisgetting
lodged in the valve seat, and also by improper,out of sequenceoperationof the valves. Optical
windows of quartz and sapphirehave failed due to water impingementwith resultantthermal
stresses(JETwindows normally operateat250°C), and dueto coatingdebondingfromthe face of
the glass. Waterleaks fromwatercooling lines for the limitershaveoccurredbecauseof bellows
breachesdueto excess vibrationandweld failuresfromdisruption-inducedstressesand vibration.
Some of the bellows underhigh gas or waterthroughputhave failed from excess vibrationin a
matterof a few days. Bellows failuresat JEThave beenthe single largestcause of vacuumsystem
operationaldelays. There havebeen problemswithelectricalpenetrationsas well. JETdesigners
realized that these would always leak to some extent, and guardvacuums (that is, secondary

- enclosurespumpedwith roughingpumpsto some low pressure,perhaps1 to 100 Pa or so) cause
unexpectedproblems. Inthe pressurerangeof 100 to 1 Paof air,a voltageof 150 V can permitan
electrical discharge in the air that damagesthe electrical conductorin the feedthrough. Two
solutions have been used at JET - pumpingdown to 1E-03 Pa, or backfillingwith a noble gas at
0.5 to 1 atmospherepressureto providemore resistanceto breakdown.2-8

Penningvacuum gaugesrelyon a small permanentmagnetto enhanceionizations,andJETs
strong magnetic field for plasma confinement caused many Penning gauge magnets to shift
position, damaging the gauge'selectrical feedthrough(ceramic insulator). Pirani gauges were
foundto be very proneto mechanicaldamage,whichcausedseveralleaks.2-8 Future machines
mightnotexperiencethe mechanicalproblem,sincemaintenancewouldbe performedremotelyand
the gaugescould be placed awayfrommaintenancepathways. Shieldingfrom magnet fields will
be necessaryfor futureuses of Penningtypegauges.

As well as losing integrity(allowingadmissionof air),some JET in-vessel componentshave
" leaked water into the machine. This was brieflydiscussedabove, andcan be important to vacuum

chamber safety if the water coolant reacts with hot armor tiles to form hydrogen and oxides.
. Radioactivematerialsembeddedin the first few micronsof the tiles wouldbe released duringsuch

reactions (tritium, activated dusts) at least locally. The hydrogen generation issue is a safety
concern for future experiments. These issues are discussed later in this report. In one event at
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JET,a large amountof water (0.5 m3) floodedthe vessel.2"9 However,muchsmaller amountsof
watercould liberateenough hydrogento presenta potentialhydrogenexplosion concern;on the
orderof ten or more liters. Of course, air would have to be admitted as well to result in a
deflagrationor detonation,so a very tightvacuumsystemandvessel would helpto mitigatea water
leak/tile reactionevent. Overpressureevents must be tolerated by robust design or somehow
mitigatedby pressurerelief; if not, thendiagnostic ducts might fail and allow admission of air.
Vacuum windows are reputedto not be able to take much morethan 1 atmospheredifferential
pressure;greaterdifferencesleadto fracture. JETexperienceshowsthatwaterimpingementon hot
vacuumwindows causes thermalstress-inducedfracture,whichcould lead to air ingress without a
largeinternaloverpressurein the vacuumvessel. Ignitorsfor thegeneratedhydrogenandingress
aircould be a vacuumgaugefilament(suchas thatusedin a BayardAlpertGauge),hotwall tiles, a
hot Langmuirprobe tip, or perhapsjust the static ,dectricity generatedby flowing gas as the
vacuumsystem pressureequalizes.

Table 2-1. Leakpercentasedistributionby componenttype in JET

ComnonentTwe Numberinstalled Percentleakage

Bolted flanges 185 18.9
V-band flanges 137 30.7 -

Lip weld 114 13.2
Buttweld 375 0.8
Filletweld 1235 2.8
Electronbeamweld 48 10.4

ConFlatflanges 115 2.6

Windows 41 34.0

Edgewelded bellows 75 13.3
Hydroformedbellows 273 5.5

Feedthroughsand gauges 196 7.7

Valves 57 70.2
|, i, , . ,,l ,

Japan Torus-60 (JT-60). JT-60, at the Naka Fusion Research Establishment in Japan,
began operationin April 1985. TheJT-60experimenthada 160 m3 vacuumchamber,and its base
pressure is about 7E-07 Pa, with a leak rate of about 7E-08 Pa-m3/s.2-10 The JT-60U (U
meaning upgrade) has a double walled Inconel vessel, like the JET, DIII-D, and Tore Supra
experiments. JT-60U uses turbopumpsandgetterpumpsfor its vacuumsystem. The JT-60U is
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described in reference 2-11. Between July 1986 and October 1987, the original JT-60 device
experienced78 vacuum leaks. Theseleaks occurredin metalo-ring seals (64.1%),copper gasket
seals (12.8%),gate valve bonnets(11.5%), gate valve disk seals (2.6%), other places (3.8%),and
unknown (5.1%). The predominantcause was electromagneticforces from plasma disruptions
(66.7% of leaks), followed by impropertorque-downof components with 17.9% of the leaks.
Misassembly (2.6%), thermal stresses (3.8%), bad manufacturing(2.6%), and "other" (6.4%)
madeup theremainderof theleak causes.2-10

Russian suPerconducting tokamak experiment (T-15). The T-15
experimentis locatedat the KurchatovInstituteof Atomic Energy,nearMoscow. T-15 initially
operatedwith low powerpulses in _mber 1988.2"12 TheT-15 vacuumsystem is pumpedby
turbopump,_for a basepressureof about8E-05 Pa andhas a typicalthroughputleak rateof about
7E-05 Pa-m3/s.2"13 Apparently,turbopumpsare the preferredtype of pumpfor existing fusion
experiments. Turbopumpsarenotedfor theirwide ra_e of pumpingpressures,cleanliness,rapid
on-line time, and low maintenancerequirements. Their only drawbacksare susceptibility to
vibration,possiblyradiation,andeddycurrentheatingof therotor.2-14

Other fusion experlment experiences. Experiences from several other fusion
experimentshave been collected to pointout the typesof possiblefaults thatcan occur.2-15 The
ranges of faults discussed covers manytypes of faults: a torusinterfacevalve was inadvertently

. opened to the atmosphere; in September 1979, the Princeton Large Torus had a wrench,
acceleratedby the magneticfield, strikeandimplodeanunusedvacuumwindowwhile the machine
was undervacuum;a diagnosticshiftingin themagneticfieldshearedits line to the vacuumvessel;

- a retractablediagnostic ranpast its stop and tore open its vacuumbellows; diagnostic breaches
allowing air inleakagc;leaky welds;and bellows failuresthat allow air ingress. Otherleak-prone
componentsfor fusion vessels havebeendefinedfrompastexperiences: field welds, bellows, and
seals.2-16 Othernoted fusion experiments, such as the Tore Supraexperiment at Cadarache,
France,which began operationin April 1988, have not publishedmany vacuumexperiences for
comparisonhere.

2.3 Accelerator Facilities

Several of the largeacceleratorsaroundthe world,including the facilities at the Center for
European Nuclear Research(CERN)in Geneva,Switzerlandandthe FermiNational Accelerator
Laboratory(FNAL) in Batavia, Illinois, publish some of their operating experiences. Since
acceleratorstypically requirepressuresof perhaps1E-06to 1E-09 Pa, these experiences can be
useful to fusion researchers. One physics researcherfor the CERN Intersecting StorageRings
(ISR) experiment, a 2 km-circumference experiment, gave this insight: "The frequency of
occurrenceof small leaks is reasonably low; it constitutes a nuisance but as yet no more than a
slightheadache."2-17

4

The ISR experiment uses aluminum for the vacuum chamber, and maintainsa pressure
between 1E-08 and 1E-09 Pa. Typical of largevacuumsystems, ISR researchershave reported



leaks in vacuum flanges (seal leakage) that were quickly sealed by varnishing the exterior of the
flange. The varnish-for-leakproofing seems to be a traditional remedy, but is not recommended for

use on any fusion system. Varnish is an oil-based paint substance that sets into a hard, thin film.
If varnish was drawn into the vacuum system through the leak location before the varnish hardens,
it could pervade the fusion system, leading to virtual leaks as the hydrocarbon chains in the varnish
broke down in the vacuum environment. Also, since fusion systems are baked out much more
frequently (fusion systems have brief bakeouts weekly, long bakcouts occur perhaps monthly or

quarterly; as opposed to yearly bakeouts at accelerators) and often at higher temperatures than
accelerator systems, the varnish would not stand up under the thermal stress. Still, varnishing a
vacuum flange is, in principle, similar to "furmaniting"a leaky water system flange. Furmaniting
is a maintenance process where a hot fluid rubbercompound (called furmanite) is injected around
the edges of a leaky water flange or valve body, filling the volume between the halves of the
flanges. The Furmanite rubber dries and hardens, thereby plugging the leak until the seal can be
rcpacked in next maintenance session. Fusion systems cannot use temporary fixes such as

varnishing leaks or other furmaniting processes. A better approach for fusion would be to
establish guard vacuums over leak locations until a maintenance session can solve the problem.

The ISR has also experienced'pressure bumps' of unknown origin. Some sections of the
ISR accelerator have experienced localized pressure increases of up to 1,333 Pa. Since accelerators
are generally small diameter (less than 1 m) and very long circumference (many kin), the
conductance is low and pressure increases can be somewhat localized. The pressure spikes cause
loss of the accelerator beam, just as accidental air or water ingress in a fusion reactor would cause a
plasma disruption. The LEP pressure bumps might have been large virtual leaks, but the staff did
not know the exact cause. Other pressure bursts have been attributed to oil leakage and
vaporization from hot oil diffusion pumps,2-18 but that is not the case for the ISR.

The Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider at CERN also has some interesting vacuum
experiences. 2-19 The LEP staff has documented their initial leakage experiences. These data are
recreated in Table 2-2. The LEP is a stainless steel and aluminum chamber, 27 km in
circumference, with an expected 20-year lifetime. With these facts in mind, the information in
Table 2-2 can be considered as typical initial operating experience for a large vacuum system. The
failure ratio results are positive, since they are all less than 1%. Fusion systems would use many
fewer components than the LEP, which should reduce the number of expected leaks.

The flanges cited in the table are all metal to resist radiation levels, baking at 150°C, and
leaks in excess of 3E- 11 Pa-m3/s. The larger flanges in Table 2-2 are aluminum (Al) to stainless
steel connections, with aluminum alloy 'diamond' cross section metal seals. All of the Kovar J

(Unified Numbering System K94610, an iron, nickel-cobalt alloy; Kovar is well known for its

ease of joining to ceramics and glass 2-20) electrical feedthroughs were replaced by stainless steel
and a corrosion resistant nickel-silver ceramic. This was done to reduce any possible corrosion in
the LEP tunnel environment.2-21

t,
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For the LEP components that had to be rebakedto meet vacuum criteria (18% or 358
aluminumchamberunits),abouta thirdof themhadmechanicalfailures(74 had weld leaks;there
were also feedthrough leaks, demountablejoint leaks, measuringequipmentfeedthroughleaks,
etc.), and two-thirds had virtual leaks, mainly argongas evolution from the seams of inert gas

" welds. The LEP team thought that the vacuum performancewas excellent, considering the
thousandsof componentstested and the acceleratortunnelconditions: (a) the tunnelhad strong
draftsfrom the ventilatorsthathamperedleak detection,(b) dustfrom new cement(construction
work)and humidity combinedto makecorrosiveagents, (c) ambienttemperaturesas low as 5°C
hamperedefforts, and (d)severalkilometersdistancebetweentunnelaccess points madethework
tedious.2-21

The researchersat the LEPnotedthat usingvarnishto seal large leaks, those on the orderof
1E-07 Pa-m3/s, could cause varnishingress into the vacuumsystem, leading to unacceptable
system contamination. They would try to stop such leaks in other, more traditional ways,
includingtighteningthe flanges, dressingthe knife edges, changing the metalseals on the flanges,
etc.2-21

Table 2-2. Leak Statistics for the AluminumPortionof the LargeElectron Positron Collider,
following initialinstallationandfollowins initi'al24 hourb_out ............

ComponentandNumberof comnonents I.eak.qafterinstallation Leaksafterbakeout

225 mm Al-steel flanges; 5,569 16, 0.3% 3, 0.06%
113mm Al-Al flanges;7,916 14, 0.2% 12, 0.2%
Bellows; 3,122 22, 0.8% 3, 0.1%
Beam position

ceramicfeedthroughs;2,168 12, 0.7% 5, 0.3%
Getterpumpfeedthroughs;3,942 17, 0.5% 7, 0.2%
Ion pumpfeedthroughs;1,908 5, 0.4% 7, 0.5%
Aluminumchamberwelds;2,721 0, 0% 10, 0.04%

Note: Leakratesaregreaterthan3E-11Pa-m3/sat installationand3E-12 Pa-m3/safterbakeout,
butnotmuchgreaterinmostof _.i_eleaksfistedhere.
Bakeoutwas a 150or 300°C (lowertemperatureforaluminum(AI) parts,higher
temperaturefor stainlesssteel interfaces).

ComparingTables2-1 and2-2 providessomeinterestinginsights. While the LEPhas many more
componentsthan YET,it has uniformlylower leakagepercentages than YET. YEThas only 3%of
the numberof LEPflanges, only 65% thenumberof welds, 11% of the numberof bellows, and

• only 2.5%of the numberof feedthroughs.However,JEThas had almost20 times the numberof
leaks in flanges, more than400 times the numberof weld leaks, 20 times the numberof bellows
leaks,and 5 times the numberof feedthroughleaks. Possibleexplanationsfor these results are that
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the LEPuses manyaluminumparts,thesepartsarebakedoutatabouthalfthetemperaturethat
is baked out, and LEP does not operateat elevated temperatures like JET, so the LEP has less
thermalstress. JETalso experiencesmorevibrationsandother mechanicalstresses dueto plasma
disruptions. The componentson JETaretypicallylargerthan on LEP, so issues of properflange
alignmentand tightening,and otherinstallationand maintenanceissues can varybetween the two
machines. While the JETestimates are higherthanLEPestimates,otherfusion experiments have
leakageexperiencesthat arecloser to theLEPresults. Forexample,the Axial SymmetricDivertor
Experiment(ASDEX), which operatedbetween February1980 and August 1990, showed that
there were only a few vacuum leaks with hundredsof flanges. Only two hours of machine
downtime for the decade were attributedto vacuum problems.2-22 Still, it is possible that
applying acceleratorvacuum component reliability results to fusion component results would
overpredictfusion reliability,so lET-sizemachinefusionestimateswill be used wheneverpossible
to extrapolateto future fusion machines. Since lET useful life failure experience gives higher
valuesthan LEPbeginningof life experience,increasesto applyacceleratorcomponentfailurerates
to fusioncomponentsareprudent. Vacuumcomponentfailurerates arediscussedin Chapter5.

The Lanzhoucyclotronin Chinahashadseveralexperiencesas well. Thisvacuumchamber
has a design pressureof 6.5E-06 Pa (5E-08 Ton). On initial (commissioning)pumpdown,after
one hourof ivugh vacuumpumping,the Lan_ou researchersexperiencedleakagefrom aluminum
gasketedsteel flanges that had "slackened"screws, perhapsfrommaterialrelaxationor personnel
oversight. The flanges were tightened.After another 100 hours of high vacuumpumpingwi'_
cryopumps and turbopumps,there were still some small leaks present. The Lanzhouresearchers
also notedthat since there were novalves to isolate thecryopumpsfrom the vacuumchamber,they
avoided using any fragile components in the vacuum boundary (bellows, etc.) so that any
accidentalairingress was eliminated;therefore,the pumpswouldnotbe damaged.2-23

The StanfordLinearAcceleratorCenter'spositronelectronacceleratorring (SPEAR)hashad
severalinterestingexperiences. Inone event,a brazefailureata ceramicto stainlesssteel interface
caused the experimentto increase "up to air"pressure.After repairs, the chamber could not be j
restoredto high vacuum, untilan extensive4-daybakeoutsession was conducted.2-24

The FermiLabParticleaccelerator,the Tevatron,uses small turbopumps(160 l/s) at 210
cryostatvacuumfixed position stations and48 mobile beam tubepumpingcarts throughout the
facility. The flexhoses between the turbopumpandits backingpumparestuffed with copperpot
scrubbersto retardoil migration,and these hoses arechangedout with each pump oil change
(yearly). The turbopump'sforepumpsarerun at 33% speed reduction from ratedvalues to allow
these mechanicalpumpsto runat 10°Ccooler temperature,thus increasingtheir useful fife. Parts
installed on the Tevatronare tested to a leak rateof 2E-11 Pa-m3/s,and researchers estimate that
only 5% of installed partsdevelop leaks within the body of the device. Bellows faults are the
worstproblemfor vacuumintegrity, whichis similar to JETresults discussed earlier. Tevatron
seals thatleak arecarefully rubbeddown with number600 polishinggritto remove any scratches,
whicharethe mostcommonreasonforseal leaks.2-25 Scratchesarealso the main cause of fusion
flange seal leaks.2-26,2-27 FortheTevatron,outof 256 seals inspected, 48 needed replacement
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on a firsttest, 10 aftera second test,and only I aftera thirdtest. The Tevatronalso has had some
small problemswithheliumandnitrogenleaksthatcancauseupto a few tenthsof a percent(0.2 to
0.3%)of theseals to leak helium intothe beamtube. The Tevatronpersonnelhave notfound any
evidence thatmultiple thermalcycles cause increases in leak ratesfor these components. They

" have had one event where a faultybellows leaked, causing a warmupof an entire sector of the
machine.2-25

l
,s i

The Daresbury facility in the United Kingdom has also experienced some interesting faults.
On their calibration vacuum system, high speed (43,000 rev/minute)turbomolecularpumpsare
used. On one occasion, while the mrbopumpwas operating,an internalseal in a rotarypump
failed, allowing oil to enterpartsof thevacuumsystem. The isolationvalve above the turbopump
receivedthe appropriatesensorsignal whenthe turbopumprotorbeganto slow down fromthe oil
load, andthevalve isolatedthepump. Uponrecoveryfromthatevent, anairleak was encountered
from a 'closed'valve. While the valve seat was being tightenedto repairthe leak, the sapphire
cracked, which resultedin venting the entirechamberto the atmosphere. The interlocksystem
againfunctionedcorrectly,closing appropriatevalves so thatthe pumpswere isolated. Another
problem that they have faced was ion pumpscontinually trippingthe residual currentcircuit
breakers,so thestaff limitedthe operatingtemperatureof t_heionpumpsto only 330°C.2-28

2.4. Space simulation chambers and other applications

Space simulation chambers must be designed for more thanjust maintaining pressure of the
given altitude above the earth. Ion bombardment, electromagnetic radiation from the sun,
colfisions with stray particles in orbit,and otherfactorsarealso takeninto account.2-29 At the
Skeats laboratoryin the US, a vacuum-relatedfatality occurredat a missile nose cone testing
chamberwhen a vacuumwindow implodedfromeitherage or inadvertentimpact. This event is
discussedmorefully in Chapter4.

The EuropeanSpaceTribologyLaboratoryin theUnitedKingdomhasreportedthatvacuum
equipmentreliabilityis very importantto performinggood tests. This facility operatesat about
1.3E-05Pa, and performssome verydelicatemeasurements.Therefore,vibrationisolation is very
importantas well as cleanliness. Some cryopumpfaultstheredisruptedthe testsand endangered
theitem undertest. Oil got into thecryogenicheliumfromthecompressor,and causedadditional
problems. In contrast, the turbopumpsperformedvery well. In one instance, a turbopumpwas
found destroyeddue to vane fatigueafteronly 6000 hoursof operation,buttherewas no system
breach, just some pumping port contaminationby particles from the vanes and metallic dust
residue. Diode ion pumpsperformedwell in an 8 yearexperimentrun. Rotaryfeedthroughsdid
not performwell and were a source of constant leakage problems. Hot cathode ion gauges
(Bayard-AlpenGauges)werefoundto be accurateto withinonly about+ 30%.2.30

. Experienceswith vacuumfurnacesin industry,whichcanoperateat IE-03 Pa, indicatethat
admission of air into the chamber(chambersrunatover 1000°C)can createproblemsbecauseair
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can attackany graphiteor refractorymetal at high temperatures.2"31 This is also a problemfor
fusion experimentsthatrunat high temperatures.

Table2-3 gives a summaryof the typesof vacuumproblemsdiscussedin *.hischapterfrom
the varietyof fields reviewed. Theseeventswill be addressedthroughoutthis report.

Table 2-3. Summaryof vacuumco_.ponentfaultscited in the literature
ill -- __ il i • m!nn- IIIII II III iiInnn -- -- I

Valve internalseal leaks
Bellows leaks
Flangecrackingleaks
Personnelleaving foreign materialsinside the vacuumvessel
Improperlytightenflanges

Valve positionsnot verified,causingdamageto system
Gas otherthanheliumbeing suppliedto heliumleakdetectors
Dustintrusioninto valveseatsandseals causesleaks
Window,electricalfeedthrough,weld, bellows,flange, andvacuumgauge leaks
Electricalfeedthroughsexperiencingelectricaldisch_ges in low pressureair

Valve bonnetleaks
Inadvertentopening of valve to atmosphere
Objectsinmagnet fringe field impactingthe torusor shiftingpositiontoshearvacuumlines
Diagnosticstearingbellowsdueto misalignment
Diagnosticwindow cracks,bloating,or otherweaknessesthat allow air ingress

Waterinleakagefrommetallurgyfaults,badwelds
Intrusionof dustinto the vacuumsystem
Loss of tensionin flange bolts, leading to air leaks
Brazefailureatceramicto metalinterface,leadingtoairleaks
Rotaryfeedthroughsleakingbadly

i |m ,ll __ ill HI
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3. VACUUM SYSTEM ACCIDENTS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter contains descriptions of the few actualvacuumsystemaccidents that
have occurredat fusion experimentsandaccidentsthathave been postulated. Accidents

. thathaveoccurredhavenot releaseAany significantamountof radioactiveeffluents,butfor
futuremachines therecouldbe muchlargereffluentsourceterms. Datato supportanalyses
andconsequenceestimationarereferencedanddiscussed.

3.2 Air inleakage

As seenin thepreviouschapter,airorothergasesleakingintothevacuumsystem
is the mostcommon problem. The air leakscan occurfromany componentthat does not

maintain its integrity. In that sense, all vacuum componentsareproneto single failures,
unless they areredundant(such as multiplevacuum windows in a given port, or multiple,
concentricbellows). Theleak size is anissue, since some componentsareknownto allow
migration of air into the system. Forexample, ceramic insulatorsand quartz windows
allow a small amountof airoutgassingor migrationeven when fully intact. Small leaks
can be handled by the vacuum system pumps. Most vacuum systems need one or more

" pumpsrunningcontinuallyto maintaina given level of vacuum.Forthe DITI-Dexperiment
(with a base pressureof about 1E-06Pa, and a normalor typical throughputleak rateof
about 3E-06 Pa-m3/s) in La Jolla, California, a 1E-05 Pa-m3/s leak signifies a reduced
efficiency operation state (small leak). A 1E-04 Pa-m3/s leak rate is a 'stop-and-fix'
problembecause the air admissionwould hamperany plasmaoperations(large leak).3-1
Inleakageevents in excess of 1E-04Pa-m3/sareclassifiedasverylargeleaks.

Extremeair inleakageevents (called'upto air'events, meaningquickequilibration
of vacuumsystem and atmosphericpressures)aredetrimentalfor fusion experimentsfor
several reasons. First, the air inleakage would lead to a plasma disruption, if the
experimentis operatingat the timeof the leak. Disruptionsareplannedfor in experiment
design, butthe intensity of a disruptioncausedby a largeairingress event could be worse
than normal, leading to faster erosion of the protective wall files and more tile dust
generation. Second, air ingress can bring atmospherichumidityand entrained foreign
material into the vacuumsystem, contaminatingthe vacu,m chamberso that extensive
cleaning is required to eliminate outgassing and potentialplasmacontamination- hours,
days, or perhapseven a week of cleaning to make the machinereadyfor operationagain.

. Third,a breachof the vacuumchamberor systemcaneasily lead to a releaseof radioactive
tritiumor activated/contaminateddust, or both.3-2 Fourth,largeair ingress can threaten
the integrityof the vacuumpumps,dependingon the type of pumpsused. Turbopumps,

- favored for their cleanliness, quick time to full pumpingability, and their reasonable
pumping speed, can experiencerotorandhub overstressfromaerodynamicfriction if too
much gas is loaded onto them. This problem was discussed briefly in Chapter 2.
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Turbopumpscan have circuitsthatautomaticallysignal for isolation by closing a valve if
the rotor speed suddenly drops below a critical value. Liquid helium cryopumps and
cryopanels can experience heatup problems due to the incoming air. Therefore,
overpressureprotectionin the cryopumplines must be providedin case of heatup and/or
phase change pressurization. Also, largeair ingress can cause all cryopumps to require
simultaneous regeneration,which is another operational delay. Air ingress can also
threatenvacuum gauge integrity, such as the fdamentsin Bayard Alpert gauges. These
gauges are importantfor controlling the vacuum pumps and providing operators with
informationaboutsystem status. Anotherseriousconcernfor airinleakageis the potential
for explosion as airmixes with deuteriumand tritiumthat evolve from thecryopumps.3-3
Also, air ingress releases varying amountsof tritiumfrom the codeposited layer on the
plasma facing components and walls, depending on the surface temperature; at room
temperature, perhaps 10%, at 300°C, 100%.3-4 The ingress aircould also reactwith the
hot plasmafacing components,whichwould mean the tileswould need replacement. The
reaction heat could also drive effluents out of the vacuum system breach location.3-5
Certainlythe coolant loss would also be a thermal transientto the wall materials,possibly
leadingto tilecrackingorotherdamagethatalsorequirestilereplacement.

3.3 Water or Coolant Inleakage

Water has leaked into the vacuumsystem of many fusion experiments that use
watercoolant. Both JETand Tore Suprahave had waterleaks, some being large. In the
Tore Supra event, a copper cooling tube experienced a flow blockage during plasma
operation. The tube overheatedandthen fractured,releasingabout0.5 literof water into
the vacuum vessel. A plasma disruption followed the leak,3-6 but there was no
informationaboutthe severityof the disruptionrelativeto typicaldensity-limitdisruptions.
JET has also reportedseveralsmallwaterinleakagesfromwater-cooledequipment,such as
the limiter. Those leaks occurredbecauseof tubingmaterialflaws and a few were weld-
related problems.3"7 JETalso had one largewater leak event, or rathertorusflood event,
as describedin Chapter2. Fortunately,the vessel walls were only at about 200°C at the
time.

The effects of postulatedlargescale waterleakage,generallyreferredto as a Loss
of Coolant Accident (LOCA), into a vacuum system have been studied by several
authors.3"8,3"9 The US FusionSafetyProgramhas studiedthe volatilityeffects of airand
steam admission into a hot vessel, with the protective tiles underaccident conditions.
Severalmaterials, such as steel, carbon,beryllium,andothers have been investigated for
theirresponse to airand steam ingressevents.3-10 to 3-20

Water ingress can cause window fracture, as noted in Chapter 2 from JET
experience, and the water could also damage pumpsif it intrudesinto the pump casing.
Almost any kind of pumpwould be damaged by water ingress. Turbopumpshave blade
stressconcerns, cryopumpshave heatupconcerns,ion and sublimationpumpscould have
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short circuit and filament damage concerns. None of these pumps could easily be restored
to operation after being inundatedwith a large amountof water.

3.4 Plasma disruption effects

The JET experiment suffered a vacuum vessel shift as the result of a plasma

• disruption in June 1984. The plasma was beginning to disrupt from its own instabilities,
and a control error by the vertical plasma positioning system aggravated the disruption.

the 2.7 MA plasma was driven 1 meter downward over 20 ms. The result was a force
loading of 250 tons (over 2 MN)3-21 that moved the over 100,000 kg vessel3-22 down
against its supports and then upward by about 10 mm. There were some small permanent
vessel deformations. The slamming sound of the vessel moving echoed throughout the
JET building.3-23 Such events must be precluded for future experiments where the plasma
carries even more current(the I'IER experiment could carrya 24 MA plasma). Such events
are a leading reason that a fusion vessel must be structurallystrong.

3.5 Equipment Faults

Turbopumps are very high speed pumps, turning in excess of 10,000 revolutions
per minute (rpm). As with other high speed moving parts,there can be a danger of rotor or

" hub faults generating missiles. Mr. R. O'Hara of the DHI-D experiment discussed one
such event. 3-24 A 5,000 l/s turbopump rotor seized because of poor bearing lubrication
while the pump had been running at rated speed of 35,000 rpm. The aluminum rotor
blades broke and flew up out of the pump inlet, piercing the foreign objects screen. [note:
these screens give a small decrease in pumping speed, but are well worth the decrease to
keep foreign objects such as screws, weld beads, stray tools, etc., out of the pump] The
blade pieces struck the vacuum chamber walls at a tee section of the vacuum duct directly
above the turbopump, but there was no damage to the duct walls. The aluminum rotor
pieces had insufficient energy to dent, much less penetrate, the stainless steel vacuum duct

walls. The space simulation chamber experiences from Chapter 2 and other turbopump
experiences also mention rotors flying apart,fortunately without notable effects other than
loss of the pump.3-25 Large air ingress or water ingress events must be considered

because they could damage the turbopumprotor or both the rotor and stator by increased
forces on the beatings and on the rotor blades. High temperature exposure can cause the

rotor blades to warp and fail; turbopumps are generally limited to 120°C "line-of-sight"
temperatures.

. While turbopump rotor breakup is not welcome because of the equipment loss and
downtime for replacement, several operating experiences indicate that the event does not
directly lead to a breach of the vacuum chamber. However, if the turbopumpis not isolated

. after a rotor breakup, then there could be pressure-driven backstreaming through the
secondary mechanical pump aligned to the turbopumpexhaust.3-25
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Cryopumps and cryopanels could fail by leaking cryogen into the vacuum chamber.
This event would be difficult to mitigate, since the level of vacuum pressure and the hot
chamber walls would cause a cryogen phase change, pressurizing the chamber with cool
nitrogen or helium gas.3-26 For these two cryogens, the gas-to-liquid volume ratios could
be over 100 to 1 for low temperatures, and higher as the gases warm to room temperature.
If the chamber is small, then it must have rupture disks to protect the system from

overpressurization failure. If the pressure is high enough for the rupture disks to open,
then the effluent must be routed to an expansion volume (holding tank or other
confinement location) since the escaping gas would entrain tritium and activated dusts. If

the pump or panel is quickly isolated from the vacuum chamber, then only the pump (or
panel) casing will overpressurize, and its rupture disk will relieve to an expansion volume.
The amount of radioactive effluent (mainly tritium) would be reduced to only that trapped
on the cryogenic surfaces.
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4. SAFETY CONCERNS IN VACUUM SYSTEMS

4.1 Introduction

The safety concernswithvacuumsystems arenumerous.Thereate mechanical,electrical,
chemical, cryogenic, and thermalhazardsfrom the components in the systems, such as flange

. clearances, pumps (power.requirements,oils, possible use of cryogenics), gauges, and bakeout
subsystems.4-1,4-2 As discussed m Chapter3, the most serious vacuum-relatedconcern for
fusionis breachingthe vacuumsystem,since thiscanleadto a radiationreleaseincident,andit can
also cause tokamakdowntime. There are several safety concerns regardingsystem integrity.
These are vacuum vessel irradiation/fatigue life, mechanical stresses from thermal
expansion/contractionof dissimilarmetals,electromagneticstresseson thevacuum vessel during
plasmadisruptions,damagebyrunawayelectronsduringmajordisruptions,magneticfield effects
on the vacuumvessel and vacuumsystem,fire and explosionhazardsin the vacuumpumps,and
system corrosion problems. These concerns are briefly addressed in this chapter. Several
importantpersonnelsafetyconcernsarealso includedattheendof thechapter.

As discussed in Chapter2, events that cause a system breach are possible for fusion
experimentvacuumsystems. These systems aretheprimarycontainmentfor radioactivetritium,
(boththe tritiumproducedin deuteriumreactions,andtritiumdirecdyused as a fuel) and activated

" tokamakmaterials("tokamakium"dusts). U.S. Departmentof Energy Order6430.1A4-3 states
thatthe fusion vacuumvessel is a primaryconf'mementsystem andmust withstandany possible
hydrogenexplosion (such as that due to air inleakagewith cryopumphydrogen outgassing or
becauseof airmixing withhydrogenfromsWam-plasmafacingcomponentinteractions).Prudent
design indicatesthatsourcematerialsfor explosion shouldbe eliminated,ignition sources should
be eliminated,and thatthe system should also be robustenough to withstandexplosions if it is
conceivable thatexplosive conditions could still occur.4-4 TFI'Rsatisfied this requirementby
diluting the hydrogenisotope streamswithhelium and havinga cleanupsystem for the vacuum
vessel, so thatany air leakage is inwardratherthanoutwarduponvessel breach. Therefore,the
confinementfunction, if not actualconfinement,is preserved.This issue of primaryconfinement
mustbe addressedfor futurefusiondesigns.

4.2 Vacuum Vessel Irradiation

Another air inleakage concern is deteriorationof the fusion vacuum vessel with age.
Fusion vessels are typically very well constructeddevices, designed to mechanical engineering
code standardsfor buckling andto withstandplasmadisruptionforces, but the many portsand
penetrationsrequirewindowsor othercovers that arenotas structurallystrongas the walls. The
vessel walls also withstand harsh environments more easily than the windows and other
penetration seals. A radiationdamage assessmentof the Joint EuropeanTorus (JET) vacuum
vessel using Inconelcouponsto predictthe damageto the vessel has shown that the JETvessel can
withstandanother 5 yearsof vessel operationwithoutfailure.4-5 The fatiguelife to datehas been
only a few percentof thecalculatedfatiguelife of theInconelvessel. Otherfusion vacuumvessels
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can be expectedto behave in a similarmanner,unless thefluences increasedramatically,in which
case irradiationwill limit vessel Hfetime.

Vacuumwindows for fusiondiagnosticsare moresusceptibleto radiationdamagethan the
vessel walls. There are several kinds of windows in use, either quartzor sapphirefor optical

diagnostics, and thin metals for neutroncollec.tion. The quartzwindows have been studied for
radiation damage, both browning and embnttlement.4"6 Prediction techniques have been
developedto estimatethe lifetimeof thesewindows.4"7,4"8

The TRISTANacceleratorvacuumsystem in Japanis constructedof aluminum, similar to
many accelerators. Aluminum can accommodate the external pressure forces, and it is less
expensive and more easily machinedthan Inconelor stainlesssteel. Strength, fabricability,and
cost are major factors for such large (kilometers in diameter) systems. Radiation damage at
accelerators is not a majorsafety concern,but radiationcan createcorrosive productsfrom the
mixture of inleakageair and outgassedproductsfrom seals.4-9,4-10 Fusion systems should be
ableto avoidthisconcernif all metalgasketsareusedratherthanany sortof elastomerseal.

4.3 Mechanical Vibrations and Stresses

The choice of pumps may allow vibrationsto be transmittedto the vacuumvessel and
system. Largeturbomolecularpumpsandtheirbackingpumpscan transmitvibrationson theorder
of 60 Hz. The backingpumpsarevibratoryin nature(eitherrotaryvane pumps,pistonpumps,
etc.), andthe turbopumpitselfmay vibratebecauseof rotorimbalance. Using bellows connections
will reducethevibration,butwill introducea potentiallyleakycomponentinto the vacuum
system.4-11 However,thereareother,largersourcesof vibrationin the vacuumsystem. The
magnetscan createvibrationsin thevessel and ducts,aswell as theplasma. Mechanicalstresses
must be accountedfor in systemdesign.

4.4 Electromagnetic Stresses

Vacuum vessels and ductworkaretypicallymadefromstainlesssteel or Inconel. Magnetic
fields fromthe toroidalmagnetsmight be onthe orderof 5 Tesla at the centerof theplasma,higher
atthe vacuumvessel walls. Largeforcescan be generatedin the vacuumvessel duringoff-normal

events, such as parti_,cooling interruptions,or plasmadisruptions.Adequateresistance to plasma
disruptions is a mare design criteria for vacuum systems.4-12, 4-13 Disruptions can load
meganewtonsized electromagneticstresses on the vessel.

4.5 Runaway Electrons

Existing fusionexperimentshavesuffereddamagefromrunawayelectrons. Suchelectrons
canbe energeticenough(up to the I00 MeV range)to pierceprotectivetiles anddamagethe vessel
walls or coolant piping,even breachcoolantpiping. These electronshave alreadydamagedwalls
and limiters of existing fusion machines.4-14,4-15 Some runaway electron modeling has been



performed,4-16,4-17 and this modeling is very importantfor safety since coolant leaks pose a
safety concern, These electrons are not accounted for in any existing component failure rate
estimates, since predictionof theirgenerationandeffects is highly speculative. When more is
known about these electrons, then they can be better accounted for in reliabIHtyand safety
analyses.

• 4.6 Magnetic Forces

The magneticfields generateforces in pipingandductingon the vacuumvessel, as well as
in the vessel itself.4-18 Generally, these forces aremuchlower _hanthose of the high pressure
fluids within the piping. Still, properreinforcingis essential for all piping and vacuum dacting.
Eddy currents, their forces and torques generated by the magnetic fields are also under
investigation.4-19 Otherproblemswithmagneticfields aretheireffects on vacuumcomponents.
Metallic turbopumprotors, usually aluminum,are susceptible to eddy current heating and
consequent swelling. 4"20 Such swelling from heatupcan threaten the close tolerances in the
pump. Ceramic rotors have been investigated for this reason.4"21 Turbopumps have been
investigated for magnetic bearings, but shielding from the largermagnetic fields must be very

good, or .rotorimbalance could result. Bayard-Alpertion gaugeshave been investigatedfortheir
accuracym small magnetic fields (5 gauss to 60 gauss; I gauss= IE-04 Tesla).4"22 The gauge
was definitelyaffectedby themagneticfield. Theauthorsrecommendedplacing the gauge to take

" advantageof thefielddirection. The ionscreatedin the gauge will follow the fieldHnes,justas the
plasma ions do, so aligning to help route the ions in the gauge to the collection grid gives better

readings. Evenradiationinstrumentssuchas photomultipliertubescan reportfalsely low readings
in thepresenceof 200 gauss andhighermagneticfields.4"23

4.7 Pump Fire and Explosion Hazards

In the earlydays of fusion research,hotoil diffusionpumpswere used for generatingand
maintaining vacuum conditions. The pumpoils could volatilize and explode, and have been
blamed for backstreaming into the vacuum systems and causing virtual leaks, general
uncleanliness,etc. Fortunately,technologyhas improved,and more reliable (less dirty)pumping
methodsare now used. Still, thereare safety concernswith thecleanermethodsof cryogenicand
turbomolecularpumping. In cryogenicheliumpumps,thereis a thermalshield of liquidnitrogen,
and in the presence of neutrons, the impure nitrogen can create ozone.4-24 The ozone could
explosively decompose into oxygen if impactedor if exposed to a static electricitycharge. The
cryogenic pumpsalso need to be regeneratedperiodically,and these pumpsdevolve hydrogen,
deuterium, tritium, water vapor, and oxygen. If safety practices are not followed closely,
explosions in pumpeffluent lines could occur. Hot cathode ion gauges should never be located
nearcryopumpeffluent piping,to precludea chanceof ignitinga gas explosion.4-25,4-26

• Turbomolecularpumpshavethe advantageof notstoringup tritiumorothergases because
theyexhaust to a backingpump. The roughingpumpeffluentgasmust be processedcarefully,or
perhapsdilutedwith anothergassuch ashelium,to avoid thechance of explosion. Also, leaving
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ttu_pumps undervacuumwhile notrunningcanallow backingpumpoil to migrateintothe ptunp
chamber,then into the vacuum vessel.4"11 The only fire concerns areelectrical fires from the
pumpmotors.

Oil migration can be arrestedby using traps, such as cold traps. These trapsprovide
cryogenically cooled surfacesfor gas and oil particlesto adhereto, like a cryopump. The same
concernsof cryopumpsapply to the traps,and they addcomplexity - welds, coolant piping, etc. -
to the vacuumsystem. Propercleanersforvacuumcomponentsarealso importantto assuringthat
no fumes lingerfromvirtualleaksin thevacuumsysten_.4"27

4.8 Personnel Safety Concerns

There areseveral personnelsafety concernswith vacuumsystems. First,workerscan get
radiationdoses nearfusion vessels, as theyhaven_ acceleratorvessels.4-28 Anotherconcernis
the release of cryogenic gases from cold trapsor cryopumps,which could lead to asphyxiation.
Another concern is a worker being pulled into a vacuum chamber by inrushing air. Normal
industrialsafety concerns (working with welding equipment, using cranes, hoists, or forklift
trucksto move heavy vacuumcomponents,using laddersaroundvacuumsystems, etc.) are also
presentin virtuallyall fusionexperimentfacilities.

In the United States, there has been one knownfatality involvng a vacuum system. The
facility where thisevent occurt_ was testingmissilenose cones:it is a spacesimulationchamber.
The failed component, an optical vacuumwindow, was old, perhaps25 years old. The window
failurewas attributedmainlyto age, althoughthe technicianmayhave inadvertentlystruckit with a
very light blow. The news accountis repeatedhere in its entiretybecause of the severity of the
event:

LabTeclmicianinSoutlm,¢stPhiladelphiaisKilledDuringExperiment

RobertL Bendorovich,63,an equilnnenttechnicianata GeneralElectricCo.

researchlaboratoryinSouthwestPhiladelphia,waskilledThursdaywhenan observation

windowskitteredduringanexper_nentatOw.lab,causinghimtobepartiallydrawnintoa

vacuumc&_O_er,investigatorsw.htheDelawareCountycoroner'so.O_cesaidyesterday.
InvestigatorssaidBendorovich,ofTinselRoadinLevitwwn,so#eredt_efatal

injuries about 11:30 am at the Skeats High Power Lab, 7500 Lindbergh Blvd. in the Eastwick

section, when a round window of the 5.foot-long chamber he was standing next to shattered

for an undetermined reason. Investigators said suction caused by the vacuum drew him

partiaUyinto the clincher before his chest becan_ wM&edin the 12.inch.wide window.

About two hours later, investigators said, Bendorovich was pronounced dead of

asphyxia and chest injuries at Mercy Catholic Medical Center, Fit_erald Division. The

accidentwasbeinginvestigatedbythefederalOccupational$ofayandHealth_i_ra:ion,
aut_ritiessaid

takenfrom the PMladt._l_ Inqu_irer newspaper

Saturday,September13,1986,pageB.2
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Thereare meansto p_lude such events for large vacuumreservoirfusion experiments,
While workers would not be near most futurefusion machines because of the superconducting
magnetcryostat aroundthe vacuum vessel, the diagnosticpenetrationslead to other rooms and
must be treatedwith caution. The firstmeansto precludeinjuriesdue to vacuumsystem faults is

" for designersand operationsper-_nnelto be awareof the potentialdangers. Otherprecautionsfor
inhabited areas are: multiple vacuum windows, piexiglas or other covers mounted over the
windows and other vacuum line penetrations,and barriersto preclude personnel from closely

t,

approachingthevacuum systemwhile it is undervacuum.
i

Thereis anotherper-_nnelsafetyconcern,oneof electrocution.At high pressuresof about
0.1 Pa and greater,a Bayard-AlpertGaugecre,ates enoughplasmathatit can couple to the vacuum
chamber. Anyone touchingthechambercan becomea partof this 'sneakcircuit'. Human contact
at these 100 V and modest amperage levels can causecardiac fibrillationor cardiac arrest.4-29
Otherconcernscould be using an incorrectfill gas(thegas usedto initiallyfill thevacuum system
on pressurizationfor maintenance) and having the systempressure increase much higher than
gaugescalibratedforothergases readout to the operators.4"30 Thisconcernis similar to the one
given in Chapter2 regardingusingthe correctgas forleakdetection.
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5. VACUUM SYSTEM COMPONENT FAILURE RATES

5.1 Introduction

" This chapter contains estimates of failure rates for fusion vacuum components.
Fusion and accelerator components function in rather clean environments (cleaner than
vacuum manufacturing processes), are baked between 150 and 350°C, and have little
internal contamination. The components discussed here function in the ldgh to ultra-high
vacuum range. Most of these failure rates pertain to vacuum leakage, while some refer to
loss of component function, such as loss of pumping ability. The components are
discussed in order of pumps, flanges, electrical feedthroughs, bellows feedthroughs,
vacuum gauges, and windows. Vacuum ducts and vessels are briefly mentioned. The
failure rates given here are steady-state values, that is, the rate at which random failures
occur during the component's useful life, not early failures (uncovering latent defects,
manufacturing faults, installation errors, etc.) or end-of-life failures (wearout). For early
failures, the failure rate can be much higher than the steady state value. Electronic
components might have decreases of factors of 3 to over 100 from early life to the steady
state value, 5-1 and mechanical components such as remotely operated valves and
compressors have been seen to decrease by factors of 3 up to 20 between early and useful
life. 5-2 For electronic components, 10,000 hours is the typical crossover time between

" early and useful life. 5"1 For mechanical components, that time could be shorter. Error
factors are either calculated from the data, or they are assigned based on known

information. When assigned, they are chosen conservatively, to reflect the uncertainty in
the estimated failure rate value. A table at the end of this chapter summarizes the results.

5.2 Pumps

There are many kinds of vacuum pumps. There are pumps for different pressures
and a variety of pump types for a given pressure range. For example, there are mechanical
pumps for high pressures (1E+05 Pa to 1 Pa) that range from carbon vane pumps, scroll
pumps, roots blowers, to reciprocating piston pumps. Cryosorption pumps can operate in
the same range, and are regarded as cleaner operating units. Some turbopumps can also
operate at atmospheric pressure as roughing units. For high vacuum, in the 1E-01 Pa to
1E-O4 Pa range, there are ion pumps, turbopumps, getter pumps, and sublimation pumps.
The main pumps for future fusion experiments will be mechanical roughing pumps (for
evacuation to the 1 to 0.1 Pa range), turbopumps, cryopumps/cryopanels, and secondary
(mechanical) pumps on the turbopump exhaust. These pumps will receive the most

. treatment here, but the other types will be briefly addressed. Also, reference 5-3 contains
some helpful design ideas for safety in various vacuum pumping systems.

- Turbopumps. For fusion, these pumps have speeds (capacities) of perhaps 5,000 to
7,000 l/s, and the rotors turn at high speed, perhaps up to 40,000 rpm. Such high rotor
speeds require good lubrication for the bearings, or perhaps the relatively recent approach
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of a magneticallylevitatedrotor.5"4The magneticbearingpumpsarestill small (560 l/s)
and cost twice as muchas the moreconventionalpumps,so it is likely that 1TERor other
nearterm machineswould use the largermechanicalbearingunits. Bearinglife has been
viewed as the limiting featureto turbopumpreliability,althoughceramic_gs seem to
provide longer life thanmetal _gs.5-5, 5-6 The bearingsshouldbe overhauledevery
10,000 hours (justover one year). Fora small turbopump(260 Fs), the drivebelt and oil
change take 2 or 3 hours, outside of radiationareas (the pump is located outside the
radiationshielding).5-7 Withthe beatinglife limitation on theturbopump,other reliability
characteristicsarenotas significant,unlessthere arerotoreddy currenteffects thatload the
bearingwith unnecessaryforces,5-8 heatcauses rotorwarping,or perhapsair inleakage
through the casing. There were no cases of air inleakage through the casing in any of
turbopumpreliability literaturereviewedfor this report,so that failuremode is apparently
rare. The turbopumpcan experience backstreamingthrough the secondary pump (or
forepump) aligned to the turbopumpexhaust when there is an interruptionin service.
When the power is lost, for example, then the vacuum in the chamber overwhelms the
pumping ability of the secondary pump, creating a reverse flow path. In these cases
secondarypumpoff could flow into the chamber.5"3 Turhopumpsareused because they
are very clean, they have good pumpingspeed, fast on-line capability (a few minutes
compared to other pumps that can take closer to an hour), good recoverability in brief
(minutes) power interruptions,and no tritium buildupor potential explosion concerns.
These pumps do, however, communicate their effluent outside the vacuum chamber,so
there must be fast closing valves to isolate the pumplines in case of an unusualevent
(power loss, impropercommandsignal to shut down, etc.), a means to vent the pump
backpressureto mitigateany oil migration,and acontinuousmeansto clean up the effluent
(as opposedto batchcleanupwhenregeneratingcryopumps).5"3

Given that the beatings arethe life limiting componentof these high speed pumps,
then informationfromTable 1 of reference5-5 for N large turbopumpsgives an average
failure rate of (0.IN)/(11,000N) = 9E-06/hourfor the turbopumpitself failing to operate
because of greased ceramic beating failure. For a large turbopumpwith greased metal
bearings,thefailure ratewould be 1.3E-05/hour.Otherpossibleoperationlimitingfailures
(drive motor,etc.) shouldbe smallercontributorsthanthe bearingfailures. A small error
factorof 3 is assumed for these data becausetheyhavea wide operatingbasis. Leakageof
air fromthe pumpto the system shouldbea combination(addition)of flange leakageand
casing leakage. Flangeleakageis treatedlaterin this chapter,andcasing leakage is a low
failure rateevent, about5E-03/year(basedon thin wall storage tankbreachfailureratesin
reference 5-9; anerrorfactorof 10is assignedto the leakagefailurerate since this is a wide
extrapolationto the pumpcasing). A notable itemhere is thatmagneticbeating turbopump
experiencethus far hasbeen foundto be excellent.5-10 Themechanicalpumpthat draws
the turbopumpexhaustis discussednext.

Mechanical roughing pumps. These pumps typically move air by positive
displacement,and can only operate to certaininlet pressures(perhapsdown to 10 to 1 Pa)
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becausethey would overheatwhen drawingout more air. Pistonpumps,vane pumps,and
others are considered here. Mechanical pumps for either turbopumpbacking or rough
pumpinga chamberaregenerallyregardedas reliabledevices, only requiringanoil change
each year. Belt driven pumps that operateat low speeds may last for 10 to 20 years of

" continuousoperation. Modernhighspeed pumps, such as vane pumps,may last 5 to 10
years of continuousoperation.5-11 Forthemodern pumps, anaveragefailureto operate
failurerateis 1/7.5 years,or 1.5E-05/hour.The upperboundfor this failure rate would be
1/5 years or 2.3E-05/hour. For air leaks throughthe casing of a mechanical pump, the
flange leakage failure rateand a casing leak failure ratemust be added. The casing leak
failurerateshould be similarto the turbopumpcasing value of 5E-03/year,unless there are
flanged halves of a pumpbody.

Oil migrationinto the vacuumsystem is often not the faultof the pumpunit,but a
matterof improperoperationalpractices.5-3 Since powerfailures couldjustifiably lead to
oil migration,the site power loss frequencyshould be used as a fh-stapproximationto
quantifythe frequencyof oil backstreaminginto thevacuumsystem. If there is anisolation
valve, thenit mustbe consideredas amitigatorto system contamination.

Roots blowershavea largeleakagefailurerateestimatedby Sartoet al.5-12 for the
NET device as 5E-06/hour. This failure rate is considered to be an upperbound. The
modernmechanical pumpfailure rateof 1.5E-05/houris a reasonableestimateforthis type
of pump.

" Cryosorption pumps. Thesepumpsare usually roughingpumpsand are very clean
becauseno pumpmineraloils or othercontaminantsareused. These pumpsadsorbgases
(air,watervapor,etc.) ontozeolite molecularsieve pellets thatarecooledto liquidnitrogen
(LN2) temperatures. These units aresimple - a chamberhousing the zeolite pellets, an
isolation valve, a vent line, a bakeout heater,and an outerjacket for the LN2 bath. From
vendorcatalogs, typical cryosorptionpumpscould be 120 mm in diameterand 320 mm
tall, witha 38 mm diameterline connectionto the vacuum system, and a 1.4 kg chargeof
zeolite. Possible failure modes couldbe zeolite bre_out with subsequentmigrationinto
the vacuum system, and pump loss of integrity (breach to the atmosphere). Zeolite
breakoutwould be a low frequencyevent, since pumpconstructionspecifically holds the
pellets with screens, plates,andother retentionmethods. The failureratefor the breakout
failure mode is considered to be muchless than rates for other failure modes, so it is not
quantifiedhere.

The cryosorptionpumpcan be baked at up to 300°C to regenerate the zeolite by
drivingoutthe air,watervaporandotherentrappedvapors. Zeolite can last long periods
of time, perhaps 15 to 20 years, with low use (roughing systems are typically used
infrequently, perhapsevery 6 months or so), properstorage, and infrequent bakeout at
300°C or lower (higher temperature bakeoutat perhaps600°C will damage the zeolite
[noted in a vendorcatalog]). With propercare and no contamination,the zeolite is very
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resilient and could last perhapsup to 50 years. If the system has significant oil or other
hydrocarboncontaminationto clog the zeolite pellets,thenthe zeolite may onlycontinueto
pumpfor 1 or 2 years. Or, ff irradiatedor highly vibrated,the zeolite could breakdown
and lose its adsorptionproperties. Also, if an appreciableamountof tritiumgot onto the
zeolite, say 1,000 Ci, then it might be easier to dispose of the pump's1.4 kg zeolite load
than to verify that all of the tritiumhad been removed by baking. With a lifetime of
between 15 and 50 years,the failurerate for the failureto operate mode will be dominated
by the availabilityof liquidnitrogen. TheLN2 availabilityis nota faultof the cryosorption
pump,butcan be treatedwith datafromanotherreport.5-13 The pumpcasing shouldbe as
sturdy as the others cited here, even though the sorption pump stainless steel casing
undergoesextreme thermal cycling (77 K to room temperatureto 573 K for bakeout).
Welds in the pumpcasing arekept to a minimumor areeliminatedentirely,so the leakage
failure rate of 5E-03/yearshould be a reasonableestimatefor pumpcasing air inleakage.
The flange leakagefailure rate shouldbe usedfor the pumpconnectionto the system. The
vent line has only a rubberor polymersleeve to coverthe vent hole, butthis is a basically
reliablesystem. The only troublesomeissuewould be if ice builtup in the ventline during
outgassing, causing a casing ruptureon overpressure. With good pump design and
orientation, such ice buildup should be a rare occurrence,in the 1E-02 to 1E-04/year
frequencyrange. The average failure rate for that event shouldbe 1E-03/year.The upper
boundwould be 1E-02/year,given that the cryosorpfionpumpis usedinfrequently(a few
times a year).

Cryopumpe. These pumpsuse liquid helium (LHe) or very cold gaseous helium for
coolant, and LN2 for their thermal shields. The pumpsare a complicatedset of piping,
with the thermalshield and cooling panels in the centralportion of the pump. Pumping
speeds could be 9,000 l/s or higher,which is an advantageover turbopumps.5-14 These
pumps have flowing coolant, so theirreliabilityis morecomplex than that of 'bath-cooled'
sorption pumps. Failure modes would be loss of cryogen into the vacuum system, air
inleakage through the pump, and failure to operate. The JETexperimentanalyzed the
failure rateof their neutralbeam cryopumps(largeunits) to leak cryogen into the vacuum
chamber. They found a tentative value of 2E-05/hour.5"15 Using a 95% chi-square
distribution5-16on no failuresoverthepump'soperatingtimeperiod(5E+04 hours) gives
an upperboundfailure rate of 5.99/2"5E+04h = 6E-05/hour. The failure rates from the
JET experienceare_nable, butit shouldbenotedthatcontinuedoperationcouldlead to
even smallerfailure rates. The leak size is assumedto be small, since in this application,
even small leaks exhausting to vacuum will probablypressurize from wall heat, thus
leadingto overpressurizationof thevacuumvessel. Forcryopumpair inieakage,thereader
must rememberthatthese pumpsmusthave provisionsfor protectionagainstheatleakage,
and this includes air inleakage. Forthe Next EuropeanToms (NET) fusion design, Sarto
et al.5-12 used 7E-06/yearfor cryopumplargeair inleakage. An errorfactorof 10 should
be used with thisvalue, since it was assumedbasedon performanceof thick,single-walled
vessels. That value should includethe rupturedisk or other pressurerelief device on the
cryopumpcasing.
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The cryopump fairing to operate can only happen if the cryogen supply is lost, the
thermal shield fails, the thermal shield is thermally short circuited, or ff the system becomes
plugged (loss of flow accident). Loss of cryogen can be add_ by using information in
another report.5-13 The only failure mode attributableto the cryopump itself is plugging
its piping. Plugging should be of the same frequency as small pipe ruptures,5-17 so the
YETcryopump value of 2E-05/hour for leakage into the vacuum system should be reduced

by a factor of 10 to arrive at a cryopump pipe rupturefrequency,5-17 which is roughly the
same as a pump failure by plugging failure mode. Therefore, 2E-06/hour with an error
factor of 10 describes the failure ratefor cryopump plugging.

Sublimation pumps. This type of pump, mainly the titanium sublimation pump,
removes gases by chemical combination. For example, the titanium forms TiN with
nitrogen to remove the nitrogen from the vacuum chamber. Titanium fdaments that weigh a
few grams are heated, evaporating titanium from the filament so that it can combine with
gases and later the compounds (TIN, etc.) will adhere to the chamber walls. The titanium
on the walls also forms a nascent surface that reacts with more gas molecules, thus
reducing gas pressure in the chamber.5-11 The emitted titanium must be physically
separated from other components, such as ion pumps, ionization gauges, and cryopumps
so that the compounds do not damage these other components. An individual titanium
filament might last 8 hours under continuous pumping before breaking.5-18 Multiple

• filaments are built in to the pump, so there is a casing-to-chamber flange, the casing itself,
and the filament electrical feedthrough that might leak. In Chapter 2, Table 2, the LEP
accelerator showed its leakage experience with getter pump feedthroughs. Over a 24 hour

" bake of 3,942 getter pump feedthroughs, 7 had small leaks. This gives a feedthrough
leakage failure rate of 7/3942*24 h = 7.4E-05/hour. A 95% upper bound would be the

Chi-squared distribution on 7 failures (that is, 16 degrees of freedom, 2(7)+2), or
26.3/(2*3942*24) = 1.4E-04/hour. The casing leak rate of 5E-03/year as discussed earlier
is also applied to the titanium sublimation pump casing, if it has a separate casing. Flanges

are discussed later in this chapter. For the pump failing to operate, there could be a loss of
power (attributedto a power supply), wire overheat due to foreign material plateout or wire
short circuit due to foreign material (both assumed to be in the 1E-02 to 1E-04/year event
category), or prematurewire open circuit. A prematureopen circuit for the titanium wire is
taken to be 2.3E-07/hour per filament, based on 3 m lengths of copper wiring in power
plants5-19 and filaments of 0.3 m length. A typical pump might have four filaments
(vendor advertisements promise pump lifetimes of more than 30 hours), so the sublimation
pump failure rate for the fail to operate mode is 9E-07/hour. The upper bound failure rate
is 3E-06/hour for an error factor of 1.7. Larger pumps with many long filaments would
have to be calculated accordingly.

Non-evaporable getter (NEG) pumps would likely have lower failure rates than

. sublimation pumps, since the getter (such as Zr-AI) remains basically intact. The high
temperatures (hundreds of degrees C) do not seem to deteriorate these pumps. Many
accelerators use NE_ pumps built in at the periphery of the beam tube giving up to 500 Fs
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pumpingper meterof _ tube length,andthesepumps give reasonableto good service
in the largequantitiesthatacceleratorsemploythem.5-20 Unfortunatelyfor this report,no
good dataon these pumpshave been obtainedfrom the literature. Therefore, using the
average titaniumsublimationpumpfailure rate for the upperboundfailure rate of NEG
unitsis assumeduntilmore datacan be obtained.

Ion pumps. There are diode and triode ion pumps. O'Hanlon5"20 gives lifetimes for
these pumps on a basis of pressurein the system. For diode pumps, an average life of
about 5,000 hours at 1E-03 Pa, and 50,000 hoursat 1E-04Pa. The triodepump has half
the life of the diode unit. The diode pumplifetime is verified by field experience5-21 of
500 Wattdiode units that achieve 1E-06Pa;these units reached6 yearsof operationbefore
becoming very difficult to start- the sign of pumpaging. Ion pumpproblems could be
internalshortcircuits that cause failureto operate, andcasing leakage. Assuming proper
system cleanliness androughpumping,then the lifetimeof 1/50,000 hoursgives a failure
rateof 2E-05/hour for the failureto operate failure mode. A small error factor of 3 is
assigned to this failure rate for diode ion pumpsbecause field experience supportsthe
average lifetime estimates. Triodepumpfailure ratesare double those of diode pumps.
The pumpcasing leakage failure rate involves a flange, the casing (at5E-03/year, as with
other casings), and ion pump feedthroughs. FromTable 2 in Chapter 2, the ion pump
feedthroughsare 1,908 in number. With 7 leakage failures, this gives 7/1908"24 h =
1.5E-O4/hour.A 95% chi-squareddistributionupperboundwould be 26.3/2* 1908'24 -
2.9E-04/hour.

Ejector pumps. Another type of pump to consider is the ejector pump, where high
speedfluid flow froma nozzle nearthemainchamberentrainsgas molecules, then theflow
with entrainedgasesentersa funnelregion,creatinga vacuumin the mainchamber. Steam
ejectorsareoften used on powerplantcondensersto keep the pressuresdown in the 6,000
to 7,000 Pa range,and large,multi-stageejectorscan developeven lowerpressuresof 1 to
20 Pa.5"22 Steamjet ejectorsusedon condensersatfossil fueledpowerplantshave failure
rates(air leakage and loss of functionmodes combined)on the orderof 7E-06/hour.5-23
An errorfactorof l0 is assignedto thisvalue,since these sourcedataarespeculative. The
possibility of using cryogenic fluid ejectorpumpshas been suggested for ITER, and this
failureratewould haveto suffice for sucha pumpuntilit could undergolife tests andmore
detailedexamination.

5.3 Flanges

The vacuum flanges considered here areall metal sealed, because of radiation
concerns with fusion systems as mentionedin Chapters2 and 4. Elastomerseals do not
have good irradiationlife, and even particleacceleratorswith less irradiation than fusion
experiments use metal gaskets in their flanges. In some interesting work on CERN
stainless steel flanges, 6,000 units were examined over a 14 yearperiod. These flanges
typically contained 1E-06 Pa pressure, were undermild irradiation(x-rays and gamma
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rays), and had infrequent 300°C bakeouts. The 160- to 215-mm diameter flanges had a

small leakage failure ra._ of 5.TE-04/flange-year, and the l_ger flanges of 295- to 325-mm
diameter had leakage failure rates of 3E-03/flange-year.5-24 These results are much better
than those reported in Table 2-2, which would indicate about 0.2/year for 225 mm diameter

" flange leakage after installation bakeout. The 14 year period does lend confidence that the
flanges are properly tightened over time. Still, the fusion results from JET show higher
leak incidence by about a factor of 20, so theCERN values will be inc_d by that factor
to account for the more harsh fusion conditions. Therefore, for the smaller diameter, the

flange leakage failure rate is about 1E-O3/year, and the larger failure rate is 6E-02/year.
The leakage value is assumed to be on the order of 1E-07 to IE-08 Pa-m3/s,5-22 since
acc_eleratorswith their configuration of a small beam tube diameter (less than I m) and large
circumference (several kin) cannot handle very large localized air leaks without loss of the
beam. The error factor for these failure rates is assigned to be 3, since this is a wide data

set of many components over a long time period.

Largerflanges are expected to have largerleak rates,since there is more sealing area
to develop a leak. Extrapolating to larger size flanges, such as 1 m diameter, gives a failure
rate of 2.5E-02/year. Increasing this failure rate by the factor of 20 gives 5E-01/year.
Until more work can be done to define large flange reliability, this value will have to
suffice. An errorfactor of 10 is used on this extrapolated value. Another feature of flanges

• is their bolts. A typical bolt failure rate for loss of tension (by metal fatigue, thermal
fatigue, or shear, etc.) is 2E-08/hour,5-25 with an error factor of 10.

" 5.4 Electrical Feedthroughs

Electrical feedthrough air inleakage for sublimation and ion pumps have already
been discussed in this chapter. Beam position ceramic feedthroughs for the LEP
accelerator in Table 2-2 are very similar to the feedthroughs fusion experiments would use
for their own diagnostics. With 5 leakage failures out of 2,168 ceramic units over a 24
hour period, the leakage failure rate is 5/(2168'24 h) - 9.6E-05/hour, or with round-up,
about 1E-04/hour. The 95% chi-squared distribution upper bound would be
21.0/2(2168"24 h) = 2E-O4/hour. This leakage failure rate for the feedthroughs is
reasonable to use for fusion devices, but since the JET experience shows about a factor of

5 increase in the feedthrough leakage, this failure rate and its upper bound will be increased
by that amount. The air inleakage failure rate for ceramic feedthroughs is 5E-04/hour, and
the 95% upper bound is 1E-03/hour.

JET also noted problems with electrical feedthrough arcing, but the problem was

corrected with a change in the method of operation, as discussed in Chapter 2. No failure
rate for arcing will be given here, but for safety reasons, future designs must be

investigated to verify that gas pressures (Paschen curves for voltage breakdown of gas at
various pressures) will not be conducive to arc events at or near the feedthroughs.
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5.5 Bellows Feedthrought

Bellows were the leading cause of vacuum outages at JET. The tokamak
environment is harsh for metallic bellows, with vibration, some irradiation, and thermal

cycling. The vacuum vessel stainless steel and other metallic bellows have given rise to
leakage problems on the large machines, but only smaller bellows units will be discussed
here, since future fusion designs call for vacuum vessels with solid wall construction.

The LEP accelerator used 3,122 bellows units, and had 3 leaks over the 24 hour

bakeout. That gives a leakage failure rate of 3/(3122"24 h) ffi4E-O5/hour. The 95% chi-
square distribution upper bound failure rate for 8 degrees of freedom would be
15.5/2"3122"24 h = IE-04/hour. For comparison, water system bellows units have
leakage failure rate averages in the range of 2E-06 to 5E-06/hour,5"26 thus demonstrating
that analogies between water coolant and other systems are not always reasonable. The
JET experience was less reliable than the LEP, with 20 times the number of bellows leaks,
so the LEP failure rates will be adjustedto better align with existing tokamak environmental
stresses. This is done since future experiments will still be subject to the same stresses:
thermal cycles for bakeout; high vibration from the plasma, the magnet forces, and the
pumps; and perhaps high irradiation. If each of these concerns received a factor of 3
increase to the basic failure rate,5-27 the combined effect would be 27 rather than just 20,
thus providing an example of the slight conservatism of reliability prediction using
multiplicative factors. For fusion metallic bellows leakage, the average failure rate should
be 8E-04/hour and the 95% upper bound should be 2E-03/hour. While there could be

several bellows failure modes (tearing, fatigue, squirm, etc.), only the resultant leakage is
of our concern here. The LEP leak rate value for bellows leaks was estimated to be about

3E-12 Pa-m3/s, but for fusion, the leakage value is probably much higher, on the order of
1E-06 Pa-m3/s.

5.6 Vacuum Gauges

There are several kinds of vacuum gauges. Hot cathode ionization gauges, such as
the industry workhorse - the Bayard Alpert Gauge (BAG), and cold cathode gauges, such
as the Penning gauge. Pirani gauges are also used in fusion experiments. BAGs are used

for lowest pressures (in the 1E-05 Pa range), Penning gauges for the 1 to 1E-04 Pa range,
and Pirani gauges in the 1 to 1E-03 Pa region.

Experience with BAGs from the SRS synchrotron shows that 16 tubular units have
performed reliably (neither leaking or failing to function) over 7 years.5-28 For zero
failures, reference 5-16 gives the Chi-squared distribution as the formula for the leakage
and failure to operate failure rates, therefore 1.39/2"16"7 yrs = 6E-03/year for either failure
mode. The 95% upper bound would be 5.99/2"16"7 = 3E-02/year. There could be
arguments that this failure rate and upper bound are much too conservative; in fact, in

reference 2-19 gives information that BAGs have been used on sequential facilities, so
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these units could last for tens of years. The estimate here is reasonable until vendor
informationor a widerset of BAGdatabecomesavailableforreliabilityanalysis. Since the
BAGs did not fail to operateor leak air into the vacuumsystem (including their flange
connection to the vacuum chamber),this failurerate is the same value for both failure

" modes. As discussedin Chapter2, however,the BAG inaccuracycould vary by as much
as + 30%. The BAG also usuallyrequiresan amplifierto boost the signal out, which is
anothercomponentto includewhenfiguringinstrumentationand controlsystem reliability.

Cold cathodegauges, such as the Penninggauge, are thoughtto be more reliable-
longerlived and morerugged- than hotfilamentgauges.5-29 The Penninggaugerequires
a small permanentmagnet;as discussedin Chapter2. ThesePenningmagnetshavemoved
in the JETmagneticfield,causingthe gaugesto breachvacuumor at leastto sendincorrect
pressurereadings. If the Penninggaugesareset upcorrectly,then theirfailureratesshould
be lower than those of the BAGs. Therefore,the Penninggauge upperboundis set equal
to the BAG averagevalue.

Pirani gauges are wheatstone bridges,where one segment is in a vacuum tube.
Since the wheatstonebridgeis similarto a straingauge,thenfor a firstapproximationto the
failure to operatefailuremode, a value of 2.5E-07/hour5"25is used. An errorfactorof 10
is used becauseof thisextrapolationof components.Forthe airinleakagefailuremode, the

• same value for tubularBAGsis used. If a semiconductoris used as the sensitive element,
then the Piranigauge is technicallya thermistorgauge,but since thermistorshave failure
rates of 1E-07/hour,5-26 there is only a 40% difference to the given failure rate. This

" differencecanbe accountedfor if thereliabilityanalystis analyzinga thermistorgauge.

Rough vacuumgauges, such as Bourdongauges, aregenerally simplerthan high
vacuumgauges. However, they are likely to requireperiodiccalibration. Therefore, an
analystjudgmentfailurerateof 1E-04/hourfor thegaugefailingto operateproperlyshould
be used in the absenceof otherdata. The air inleakagefailureratefor these gauges is that
for a small flange.

5.7 Vacuum Windows

The JET experimenthas estimatedthe failureratefor smalloptical(quartz)window
breachfailuresof 1.4E-06/window-houror 1.4E-06/window-discharge.The upperbound
for these values would be 5.99/2"35"2E+04h = 4.3E-06/window-hour,or per window-
discharge. Both ratesarecalculatedbecauseJET safetypersonnel were unsureif hoursat
vacuumor the stressesassociatedwith plasmadischargeswere more dominantfor window
lifetime. Perhapsthe dischargescreatemore stressesfromvibration,high temperature,and
irradiationthan stresses fromsimple hoursundervacuum. Windowscan also brown out,

. thatis, discolorfromirradiation.There areno dataon thetimedurationfortypical window
browning,although it is an age relatedphenomena. The JETvalue is for small optical
(quartz) windows, but this operating experience value is suggested for use in future
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experiments. Other windows, such as thinmetal or ce_i¢ windows, do not have as
much dataavailable. Acceleratorshavehadproblemswiththesewindows breachingfrom
heatincreases due to foreignmaterialbuildup.Untilmoredata can befound,the JETvalue
shouldbe used for any window,unless analystjudgmentprovidesbetterinsights.

p

5.8 Vacuum Valves

There are severalkinds of vacuumvalves. There_ Bate valves, poppet valves,
and angle valves, both manualand operatordriven. Here we concentrateon gate valves,
since these areused in fusiondevices. There areseveralfailuremodesof interest;failingto
transferon command (fall to openor fail to close), spurioustransfer,externalair inleakage,
and leakage put the valve seat. Plugging is only a concernfor valves that can develop
icing conditions.

Typically, vacuumvalves will havebellows on the stem to maintainvacuum if the
stem seal leaks. Gate valves would probablybe configu_d to fail closed on a loss of
power. Normal gate valve closing times couldrangefrom0.3 s to 3 s, dependingon their
size.5-30 A largeall metal gatevalve was testedforJT.60.5-31 In thattest, the valve was
exercised 4581 times at room temperature,and 2619 times at 275°C. The valve did not
appreciably leak past the seat in any of those exercises, nor did it fall to operate or
spuriously transferposition. For zero failures, a chi-square distribution5"16 gives the
averagefailurerate of 1.39/2(4581+2619) = 9.7E-O5/demand;this value is rounded upto
1E-O4/demand.The 95% upperboundfor this valve test would be 5.99/2(4581+2619) =
4E-04/demand. This 1E-O4/demandfailurerateis in thesamerangeas the testing,,re3ultsof
a large bellows valve.5-32 However,the time of the testing was insufficient t0r a good
failureratefor leakagepasttheseat.

Externalleakage for largevacuumvalves hasbeenestimatedby Sartoet al.5-12 as
2E-07/hour, with an assigned errorfactor of 10 since this value is derived from water
system information. If the valve has two bellows(aninnerbellows inside the valve casing
that connects to the valve disk and the interiorof the casing, and an outer bellows that
attachesto the stem andthe exteriorof thecasing),thenthe secondbellows leakage failure
rateshould be on the orderof 2E-06/hour(again,anerrorfactorof 10 should be used on
these valves). Many valve designs call for only one interior bellows. These bellows
shouldnot be gasketedwithelastomerseals.

Spuriouschange of position(openingor closing without request)is more a matter
of valve operatorthan if thevalve is a gate or globe valve. Some failurerates for spurious
transferare: motoroperatedvalve, 5E-08/hour,errorfactor 10, for an airoperatedvalve,
3E-06/hour,errorfactorof 10, and fora solenoidoperatedvalve, 5E-07/hour,errorfactor
of I0.5-33 These arereasonablevalues to apply to fusion valves, if there areno outside
influences, such as varying magnetic fields causing currentsin solenoid operators, air
control solenoids, or motorwindings.
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Leakagepast thevalve seathas beendiscussedin Chapter2. Dustand otherdebris
can scorethe seatandallow leak paths. To approximatethiseffect, a check valve leakage
pastthe seat in a watersystemis used here. Thatvaluewould be 3E-_.s_our,with anerror
factorof 10.5.33 Forthisextrapolationto vacuumvalves, we shall use an errorfactorof

" 30.

5.9 Vacuum Ducts and Vessels

Vacuum pipin8 has been considered similar to water system pipin8 in nuclear
fusion plants. A typicalstainlesssteelvacuumspoolpiece wall thicknessmiBhtbe 3 ram,
butcomparablediameterfissionpipin8mightbe 2 to4 timesas thick. _ fissionpipin8
is muchheavier walled thanvacuumpiping/ductin8, there is no good data available for
vacuumpipespool piecesor fittings. As a firstapI_ximation, useof fission piping datato
apply to vacuum pipes/ducts is reasonable. Forpipin8 external leakage, IE-08/hour.m
(errorfactorof i0, but increasedhere to 30), andtankleakageof IE-08_our (errorfactor
of I0, butincreasedhere to 30) arereasonablevalues.5-34 Rupturevalues area factor of
I00 lowerfor highqualitypiping.

Fusionvessel breaches,of the vessel walls (notwindows,etc.), are anareaof great
controversy. Severalanalogies have beendrawn;to thin.wailed pressurevessels, to thick

• walled fission reactorpressurevessels, to fossil fuel boilers,etc. Operatingexperiences
have producedestimatesbetween IE-03to IE-05/year.5-35In the nextchapter,a value of
5.7E-05/year for a 25% available fusion experimentis adopted from the NET studies.

" Weld failure rates shouldbe quantifiedusing workbyBuendeet al.,5;36 since that dataset
is the mostcomprehensiveavailableforfusionsystems.

5.10 Other Components
i

Some othercomponentsthat mightbe used are filters, either solid filters, such as
highefficiency particulateairfalters,orelectrostaticfaltersto remove dustorotherdebristo
keep thevacuum system uncontaminated.Le_age failureratesfor these componentswere
given by Sano et al.5-12 as 3E-07/hour. Errorfactors of 10 are assigned to these
componentfailureratessince theratesareassumedfromotherexperiences. The failurerate
for failure to operate for electrostatic filters was 1E-05/hour from Sarto5-12 (note -
electrostaticprecipitatorsin coalplantshave a failure rateof about5E-05/hour,5-23 andthe
differencesin operatingenvironmentsshouldeasilyaccountfor the factorof 5 difference).
The solid filter failure to operate failureratefromSarto5-12 was about 7E-06/hour. An
errorfactorof 10 is assigned to this value. Anothercomponentis the rupturedisk. This
componentcan have three failure modesof interest,earlyopeningat pressurebelow rated
pressure,leakage,and failureto openon demand.

Rupturedisks for overpressureprotection can also be used on fusion vacuum
vessels. Rupturedisks for watersystems have an 'allfailure modes'failurerate value of
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3E-06/hour.5"37 I assumeanerrorfactorof 3 for this failurerate. This failureratevalue

is a reasonablefirst approximationfor rupturedisks to use on gas systems, using the full
value for prematureopening,leakase, andfailureto openatratedpressure.

Table5-1 containsa list of failureratesestimatedin thischapter.These areourbest
estimatesatthe presenttime,untilvendordataormorefusionexperiencedataareobtained.

failureratespresentedhereshouldreflectfusion conditionswithoutthe need of any
multiplicative factors to account for harsh conditions (vibration, irradiation,thermal
cycling, etc.) since these datahaveeitheroriginatedin fusionconditions,arealreadyscaled
accordingto JET results, or arecomponents that do not reside within the area of harsh
fusion conditions (such as behind the radiation shields, isolated from vibration; for
example, the vacuumpumps). These failureratedatacan be used for existing and next
generationexperiments.
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Table _1. V_u_ systemcomponentfailurerateestimates ..............
f.amlmm ,Sfllm,tm , aO ed eno,

Large turbopump
" ceramicbearingfailsto operate 9_our errorfactor3

metalbearingfailsto operate 1.3E-OS/hour errorfactor 3
casingleakage 5E-O3/year errorfactor 10

Mechanicalroughingpump
highspeed pump(vane,etc.) 1.SE-O5/hour errorfactor 1.2

fails tooperate
casingleak 5E_3/year errorfactor10

rootsblowerfails to operate 1.5E-O5/hour errorfactor 1.2
rootsblowercasingleak 5E-06/hour(upperbound)

Cryosorptionroughingpump
fails to operate Low failurerate;useavailabilityof liquid

nitrogensupply,since zeolite cancontinueto
functionindefinitelyundergoodconditions

casing leak 5E-O3/year errorfactor10

Largecryopump
fails to operate(plugged) 2E-O6/hour errorfactor10

leakcryogenintovacuumchamber 2E-05/hour errorfactor 1.7

Casing leak 7E-O6/year errorfactor 10

Smalltitaniumsublimationpump
fails to operate 9E-OT/hour errorfactor 1.7
(prematuref'flamentopencircuit)

feedthroughleak 7.4E-O5/hour errorfactor 1.4

casing leak 3E-O5/year errorfactor 10

Non-evaporablegetter(Zr-AI)pump
fails to operate 9E-OT/hour(upperbound)

casing leak 3E-05/year errorfactorI0
_ , i IIIH i i ii i i,, i i ii
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Etiimr,z_ Associatederror I

Smallion pump
diodepumpfails to operate 2E-O5/hour errorfactor3

casingleak 3E-05/year errorfactor10

feedthroughleak 1.5E-O4/hour errorfactor 1.4

Largeejectorpump
all modes 7E-06/hour errorfactor10
(airleak, workingfluid leak,
and fail to operate[plugged])

Metalgasketflanges
160to 215 mmdiameterleakage 1E-03/year errorfactor3

295 to 360 mmdiameterleakage 6E-O2/year errorfactor3

1 m andlargerdiameterleakage 5E-Ol/year errorfactor 10

flangebolt 2E-OS/hour errorfactorI0

Electricalfeedthroughfordiagnostics
leakage 5E-(H/hour errorfactor 1.4

Metalbellows

leakage 8E-O4/hour errorfactor 1.6

BayardAlperthotfdamentionizationgauge
all modes 6E-O3/year errorfactor2.2
(samevalueforfailureto operate
andtubulargaugeleakage)

Penningcold cathodeionizationgauge
allmodes 6E-03/year(upperbound)
(fail to operate,leakage)

Piranigauge
fail to operate 3E-05/hour errorfactor10

leakage 6E-03/year errorfactor2.2 ,
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Roughvacuumgauges
failltooperate 1E-O4/hour errorfactor 10

leakage IE-O3/year errorfactor3

Vacuum windows(quartzopticalviewports)
leakage 1.4E-06/dischargeor

1.4E-O6/hour errorfactorof 1.8

thisvalueshouldbe usedfor otherwindows(metalor ceramic)untilfurore
dataon windowsbecomesavailable.

Valves

fail to operate on demand 1E-O4/demand errorfactor2
(fail to openor fail to close)

spuriousopenor close
motoroperated 5E-OS/hour errorfactor 10

, airoperated 3E-06/hour errorfactor 10
solenoidoperated 5E-07/hoer errorfactor 10

" externalairleakage 2E-07/hour errorfactor 10

internalleakageacrosstheseat 3E-06/hour errorfactor30

Vacuumpipingandducts
pipingleakage 1E-O8/h-m elrorfactor30

tankleakage 1E-OS/hour errorfactor30

(rupturevaluesarea factorof 100lowerthantheleakageestimates)

Vacuumvessel
wall breach 5.7E-05/year(for25% availability)

Filters

e_static f'dterleakage 3E-O7/hour errorfactor I0
electrostaticfilterfail to operate 1E-O5/hour error factor 10

sold falterleakage 3E-07/hour errorfactor 10
solid filterfail to operate 7E-06/hour errorfactor 10
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6. VACUUM SYSTEM INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCIES

6.1 Introduction

" This chaptercontainsa summaryof informationaboutpublishedinitiating event
frequenciesfor fusion andothervacuumsystems. Someof these frequenciesarebased on

. analyst judgment,otherson operatingexperiences. For futureexperiments,analysts can
eitheruse these values for scoping work,or they can compare these estimates to values
calculatedfromfaulttreeanalysis,wherethefaulttreesarequantifiedusing failureratedata
in the previouschapterorothersources.

6.2 Loss of Vacuum Accident (LOVA)

In this initiatingevent (IE),a largeair ingressis assumed. Themachineis hot, and
air-waUmaterial reactions can occur. The codeposited layer of tritiumwill likely be
strippedaway, leavingthattritiumfreeto be drivenoutof the vessel by thermalexpansion
of airheated by the hot wall files. Work for the Next EuropeanTorus (NET) design, a
machinesmallerbutcomparableto ITER,gave a large LOVAinitiatingevent frequency,to
thebuildingatmosphere,of 3.4E-08/hour.6"1 Fora machine25%available,or operating
2200 hours/year,this value is 7.5E-05/year. ThisIE frequencyis for directfailuresof the

, vacuumsystemcomponents. Otherfailures,suchas inducedfailures(forexample, leakage
water fracturinga hot window), and common cause failures (one cause failing many
components: an earthquake,an externalimpactevent, or others),arenot consideredin this
value. The IE frequency is probablyan upperboundestimate, so no uncertaintywas
reported. The readerwillrecall thatthe ITEREDA designcurrentlycalls for a robust,high
vacuumcryostataroundthe machine,so onlytheportsaredirecdyvulnerableto airingress
events. These ports could be well protected, with the use of multiple windows and
structuralreinforcement. Thus, the ITER value may be lower than this estimate for a
LOV_

Othervacuumsystem (vacuumvessel) large breachfailurefrequencyestimateshave
been based on the experience of thin-waUedtanks,6-2 and analyst judgment.6-3 The
values vary around1E-03 to 1E-04/year. Recent workby Wu et al.6-4 indicates that for
nuclear pressure vessels, there has not been enough operating experience to estimate
accuratefailure rates, so onlyprobabilisticfracturemechanicscan give a good answer. Wu
et al. estimate that a boiling waterreactor pressurevessel breachfailure rate is actually on
the order of 1E-08/year. Fusion vacuum vessels might also need to be treated with
probabilistic fracturemechanics. The vacuum vessel large breach frequency must be
investigated further,but as a first approximationfor a device such as ITER, the NET
estimate of 3.4E-08/houris the most reasonablevalue to use for the conceptual stage of

• fusion designs.
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6.3 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

A small in-vessel loss of cooling water or other fluid could be very detrimental.
Water will react with the wall tiles and generate hydrogen, a possible explosive. 6-5
Several crude estimates for frequencies of in-vessel coolant line breaks have been made for
1TER based on operating experiences of similar material tubes with the likely coolants over
a 2200 hour operating year. These estimated IE frequencies for small LOCAs are:6-6

high pressure water 2/year; errorestimate of 10
helium 5E-04/year, errorestimate of 10

liquid metals 0.2/year; errorestimate of 10

The work from reference 6-6 has been refined with more detailed tubing failure rate

investigations. 6-7 These more detailed failure rates have been carefully adjusted for the
fusion environment and coolant-specific concerns. The same assumptions about length of
coolant tubing and hours of yearly operation are used. For water coolant and a variety of
materials, the frequency is between 0.1 to 4/year. For the same materials with helium
coolant, the frequency is 0.1 to 2/year, and similarly, for liquid lithium coolant, the
frequency varies between 0.1 to 8/year. These ranges show that, for the materials
considered here (stainless steel, ferritic steel, and inconel), the differences are not

significant. The results also show that ITER must be able to mitigate this coolant leakage
event. Other ideas, such as duplex (two tube walls) tubing, might give lower failure rates

by perhaps a factor of 10. A frequency decrease to account for high level quality assurance
might be a factor of 3, perhaps with exceedingly stringent assurance then a factor of 10.
Even using the factor reductions for duplex tubing and detailed quality assurance, the
estimates still indicate a potential problem over the 10 (or more) year life of the machine.
These estimates treat only tubing material failures. These estimates do not account for
runaway electrons or other common mode events. Perhaps other approaches besides
cooling tubes can be explored for ITER.

Large LOCA events would be less frequent than the small LOCA. In other work
for NET, a value of 1E-07/hour for a large leak from any large coolant manifold was

selected, for an in-vessel large LOCA IE frequency of 1E-05/hour.6-8 This frequency
would give O.02/year for 2200 operating hours per calendar year. The value is somewhat
conservative in comparison with piping failure rates used in the literature for fission reactor
systems. Perhaps that value has been weighted for the more harsh fusion conditions of
radiation damage, thermal cycling, and vibration.

6.4 Loss of Flow Accident (LOFA)

For small in-vessel tubes, tube plugging is of the same failure rate as tube

rupturing, which are generally a factor of 10 below tube leakage values. 6"7 That accounts
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for in-vessel LOFAevents. The in-vessel LOFAfrequencywould be roughlyan orderof
magnitudelowerthanthein-vessel LOCAfrequenciesgiven above.

OtherLOFA fault events outside the vessel could be valve inadvertentclosure,

° pump failure, or loss of power to the pump. Considering these events for various
coolants, and simple flow circuits (500 m piping, one pump, one valve), has yielded
preliminary results. Some of the assumptionswere that coolant chemistry is controlled
very well, the piping andtubinghave beenthoroughlycheckedfor foreign materials,and
valves and pumpswere as reliable as those in fission applicationswith the same materials
and coolants. For an ITER-like machine, the frequency of an ex-vessel loss of flow
accidentwouldbe:6"6

highpressurewater 4E-05/year,errorestimateof 12
helium 9E-06/year,errorestimateof 30
liquidmetals 2E-03/year;errorestimateof I0

These values are relativelyclose in magnitude,and are in the unlikely or very unlikely
events range.

6.S Other Events
f

For a machine like ITER,with a robustcryostat, there is another concern. If the
cryostatpressurizeswithoutrelievingto a ventlineor the torushall, there could be pressure
stresses generatedon the vacuum vessel and its ports. Stresses such as these have been
analyzed for some types of piping.6-9 If the vessel were to breachby buckling, a port
mightshift position, breachingits seal throughthe cryostat. The portbreach might allow
the overpressuretoescape, along with radioactiveeffluentsfromthebreachedvessel. This
event shouldbe a very low frequency,since anoverpressuresituationmust firstexist in the
cryostat,and then the overpressureshouldonly serve to actuatethe simple relief devices
(rupturedisks, blow out panels, etc.) presenton any cryostatas partof prudentdesign for
cryogenic systems.

qt
i
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